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Chapter 1. PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION
1.1 Introduction
In this introductory chapter, microsurgery in tissue transplan¬
tations and its associated problems were presented. The purpose
and hypothesis were then he discussed. Finally, the structures of
this thesis were shown.
1.2 Microsurgery in tissue transplantations
Since late periods of 1960s, microvascular techniques became an
important part of transplantation, as the development of advanced
instrument and knowledge became mature. Free transfers were
performed at an increasing pace. Because of the application of
microsurgical techniques, large and complex tissues (not only the
skin) could now be transferred to distant areas and the micro-
vessels (External Diameterl.5mm) were used for re-establishment
of circulation [1].




Transfer to any areas of body
Posing a full blood supply
Vascular complications
Time-consuming during and post operation
Sacrificing the recipient vessel (s)
Training and experiences
Although the consensus was that free transplantation with micro
-vascular anastomosis has several obvious advantages, unexpected
clinical problems appeared frequently. One of the most serious
complication was the potential loss of the entire transplanted
tissues due to vascular complications post-operatively [2, 3](
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Table 1.1.). In most cases, the vascular complications occurred
within 48 hours postoperatively. The vascular complications were
discussed first.
1.2.1. Vascular complications in direct anastomosis Frequently,
the vessels in the donor tissue were anastomosed directly to
those of the recipient. The transplantation was finished in one
stage.
Clinically, survival rates of free flaps ranged between 80-90%.
The majority of failure were attributed to vascular complications
[4]. 10% of these cases required re-exploration [5] to move the
thrombi. 1?. K. Daniel [6] in a review reported that the rates of
vascular complication varied from 7% to 40% (Table 1.2.).
Leung [1] reported 12 cases out of 40 toes transplantation for
finger reconstructions having early signs of arterial occlusion
after surgery within the first. 48 hours. All these patients
required re-operations.
Another author, O'Brien (7) reported 38 cases of microvascular
free flap transfers of which only 30 cases survived completely. 2
cases had partial necrosis. 2 failed due to arterial thrombosis,
while venous thrombosis was responsible for failure in three
cases (Table 1.3.).
The failure rates were different from the individual surgeon's
experience, and technique. And failure cases could be altered
significantly by improvement of technique and equipments, approp¬
riate selection of patient and sometimes, use of anticoagulant
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prudently. Generally, the failure rate should never reached 20%
[2].
Table 1.2. Survival rates on different
tissue transplantation
Table 1.3. Survival rates on different authors
Time Case Success
span number rate
Donor site Dumbersof cases





Handel et al, Vienna 1976
Oven, Sydney 1975
Tamai, Hara, Japan 1974
Bergent al, Vienna 1977


















































Time: years 30 2 5 1
The current failure rates were probably less than 5% [5], The
risks of failure still appeared in practice due to the vascular
complications, although the anastomosis might be done by an
experienced surgeon of microsurgery,
1.2.2. Vascular complications in secondary anastomosis In the
donor or recipient areas, no appropriate vessels were found for
anastomosis in following clinical cases, i). avascular surface
area; ii). chronic ulcer; iii). irradiated area, after tumor
resection; iv). multiple injuries. So, rather than direct anasto¬
mosis, surgeons have tried the ways to further enhance the blood
supply of the donor or recipient areas. Such methods included the
transposition of wel1-vascularized tissues or vessels, like
omentum; or creating an arteriovenous shunt for new capillary
bed; establishing secondary axial-pattern flaps [2,6,8,9].
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Nevertheless vascular complications were likely to occur as
discussed above. E. Biemer and W. Duspiva (2) reported 5 cases of
thrombosis out of 38 clinical cases with the secondary microvein
grafts (Table 1.4.). Furthermore, these methods of secondary
anastomosis sacrificed other tissues and required many opera¬
tions. For example, transposition of a piece of omentum required
laparotomy and caused the abdominal complications.
Table 1.4. Vascular complication in secondary anastomosis[2]
retransplantations
vein graft to vein
(length 4-35inni)








vein graft to vein
(length 20-40mffl)







1.3. Reduction of microvascular complications in tissue trans¬
plantations
Although transplantations could be successful even when there
was ischemia, especially with cooling which lowered the metabol¬
ism. Transplantation could still be performed if circulation has
stopped due to thrombi or other reasons in its axial vessels [10,
11, 12, 13,14]. The treating tissues showed less extensive or no
edema, better neovascularization and other effects [10]. The
viability of tissues could be kept better with treatment than
without treatment.
Some of treatments included hypothermia, hyperbaric 0 [14],
2
medication [15], physical stimulation, surgical delay and tissue
perfusion [16], either individually or in combination. The timing
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may be before or after anastomosis.
Hyperbaric 0 was initially used to increase the concentration
2
of 0 for metabolic activities of the tissues in anoxia. It could
2
increase the level of high-energy compounds involved in energy
metabolism. The high arterial 0 compensated for a decrease of
2
blood flow in the vascular bed [15]. The use of hyperbaric 0,
2
however, was restricted due to the toxic effects.
Pharmacologic agents were used to increase blood flow and alter
metabolism of tissues in anoxia. However, the systemic effects of
chemical agents would produce uncomfortable results. C. B. Patel
et al [15] for instance felt that application of chemical agents
might lead to flap failure.
Soft tissue grafts harvested in two or more stages could better
tolerate ischemia due to unknown reasons after surgical delay.
The storage of soft tissue under hypothermia could lower
cellular metabolism to the basic level and enhance the capacity
to tolerate the ischemia. The architectures of tissue did not be
significantly altered [14].
Preservation with physiological solution was developed well and
produced successful results [17]. In most instances, the tissue
was simply placed in 0.9% saline at 4 C [18]. But the lengthened
period of viability was limited, and the grafted tissue might be
damaged during the warm-up.
Attempts have also been made to guarantee a persistent patency
of vessels of grafted tissue, with a perfusion of donor tissues
before transplantation, with or without anticoagulants [11],
particularly in a high risk cases. The potential, complications of
this regime was severe bleeding due to the use of anticoagulants
[12,13].
However, the extension of period of viability in a homograft
after perfusion was generally accepted. This was performed in an
extracorporeal circulation system, with acellular solution, and
usually tinder hypothermia. [19]. This method had been useful in
the preservation of organs, e.g. kidneys, prior to operation.
1.4. Purpose of Study
Perfusion of the tissue grafted in an extra-corporeal circula-
tion system was an attractive idea. The concept of perfusion had
been considered many years ago. Perfusion was not used clinically
to totally replace the anastomosis, but if the circulation of
tissues could be maintained in the artificial perfusion system.
Indeed, many researches had been tried to imitating physiological
processes, which was discussed in detail in the coming review.
In this thesis, the extra-corporeal perfusion was attempted to
replace totally or partially the anastomosis. The grafted tissue
was supported by means of an extracorporeal perfusion alone
rather than direct anastomosis. New vessels were expected grow
from the wound edges and recipient bed to establish a new network
of capillaries, to sustain the survival of the transplanted soft
tissue. The extracorporeal perfusion would be stopped at the
first indication of vascular establishment.
Extracorporeal perfusion could be extra-ordinarily valuable,
when environmental conditions were poor for the anastomosis. The
viability of transplanted tissues might then be secured.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the feasibility of
extracorporeal perfusion, which was to be performed in a simpler
system, under normothermia, with acellular or cellular fluids.
1.5. Hypothesis
The hypothesis of this thesis was that the free composite
tissues could remain viable by perfusion with a blood substitute.
The extracorporeal perfusion system was set up, as a replacement
of heart-lung for a short period of time. And as a replacement of
blood, via their axial vessels, the blood substitute should be
circulated inside the tissues, The solution supplied a physiolo¬
gical concentration of electrolytes, oxygen, nutrients and buffer
to ensure continuous metabolic requirements. The normal exchanges
between the intra- and extra- vascular spaces might therefore be
adequately kept and the tissue waste might be removed from the
solution draining out from the axial vein and other leakage (Fig.
1.1.). The expectation was that the tissues with perfusion might
remain more viable than tissue without perfusion.
In order to test the hypothesis of this thesis, the experiment
was to be conducted two parts: i). an in vitro and an in vivo
component. The procedures would include i). to set up the perfu¬
sion systems; ii). to find the appropriate solution; iii). to
obscure the effects of perfusion on free tissues, with gross














Fig. 1.1. The soft tissue was supposed to
to be viable in the perfusion.
The mechanical pump and oxygenator
were used to replace the heart







Chapter 2. A REVIEW OF EXTRACORPOREAL PERFUSION
2.1. Introduction
In this chapter, the applications of perfusion were discussed
briefly. The composition of system and solution were found in the
later sections.
2.2. Fields of extracorporeal perfusion
References to extracorporeal perfusion went back to the end of
the 19th century. They were applied extensively and mainly in the
experiments. The investigation aspects included enzyme activity,
pharmacokinetics, hormone secretion and reaction, haemodynamics,
organ preservation, vascular reactivity, and solution selection.
The perfusion was also applied to keep the viability of tissue in
transplantation. Various species, such as rat, rabbit, guinea pig
, dog and human organ were used in the perfusion [20,21,22,23].
The applications in organ, soft tissue [24], clinic [13] and
the argument [25,26,27] were discussed.
2.2.1. Experimental and clinical application in organ The organ
here was defined as an independent part of body which coated with
the layer of membrane and has a pedicle gate. The perfusion was
easier to perform [28,29].
The extracorporeal perfusion system as a temporary replacement
of heart-lung was used firstly in the direct-vision intracardiac
surgery [20,29]. The organ preservation was another successful
field. The aim was to extend the safe period ischemia for trans-
portion over long distances [27,30,31].
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portion over 1ong distances [27,30,31]-
Be]zer and coworkers [28,33] in 1967, were first one to report
reproducible perfusion. The human kidney was perfused with an
extracellular solution containing cryo-preclpitated plasma, by an
atraumatic pump and a membrane oxygenator. L. F, Urdanefa et al[
2?] set up an isolated perfusion system. Several methods used in
renal transplantation were evaluated. One of them was flushing of
t he kidnev wit h a ba 1 anc e d salt so1utio n.V
Now, the vascular perfusion under hypothermia has became a
standard technique in the renal transplantation. It was helpful
to low the metabolism and wash out the antigenic substances and
blood constitutes [32,34].
Other organs such as the brain, lung, liver, pancreas, kidney,
spleen and uterus, were also reported in the literatures.
W, M. Novick et al [20] preserved a heart of rat using a single
U
pathway of coronary perfusion at 22 C. for 4-8 hours with solu-X~ S v X
tions. The perfusion was suggested to be superior to standard
techniques, which was perfused with 0.9% NaOl, to arrest and
0
store the heart at the temperature of 4 C.
A. Berggren et al [32] compared the effects of storage alone
and in combination with perfusion of autograft of bone. The
a n a s t o rn o s i s was a c h i eve d.
2.2.2. Experimental application in soft tissue Encouraging by
the results from organ, investigators studied the feasibility of
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extracorporea1 perfusion on soft tissue. The soft tissue inc1uded
skin [22], muscle [2d] and limb [12,27]. After the perfusion and
storage, the anastomosis achieved. Although the results were less
significant than that in the organs, the finding was significant,
especially in haemodynamics.
H. Hiernickel [22] described a simple perfusion of isolated
human groin skin flaps. Glucose was the only source of energy.
The energy-dependent phenomena and active transport mechanism
were studied. The results showed that the tissue remained viable
over a period of 50 hours.
T. E. Kicks et al [27] perfused the amputated hindquarter of
0
rat with different solutions at A C. While R. L. Mehl et al [13]
perfused hind limbs of dog with six kinds of solutions to study
t h e c ap ilia ry c i r c u. 1 at i o n.
T. Herash inn and H. J. Bnncke [12] reported a higher survival
rate in the rat leg of without perfusion than that with perfusion
witb heparin1zed sa1ine so1ution or intra-ce11u1ar C solution.
3
J. Pietila et al [11] reported the perfusion of the rabbit ear
with a heparini.zed Singer's solution before replantation.
L. A. Che it et al [3d] used free epigastric flap of rabbit for
perfusion. Parenchymal and intimal swelling were reduced. The
experiment was designed to determine the effects of perfusion on
the no re-f1ow phenomenon.
2.2.3. Clinical application in soft tissue The perfusion was
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mainly tried in the transplantation. It was used to f hi shout the
tnicroembolization and prevent the thrombosis before anastomosis,
with an anticoagulant solution. While the perfusion for preserva¬
tion during the operative ischemia did not be reported.
H, Herbsman [13] reported a case of amputated hand which was
perfused with heparinized low molecular weight dextran through
the ulnar artery. Anastomosis was then achieved and the bone was
fixed. The hand survived completely.
J. H. Schneewind [13] also presented a case of severed hand
above the wrist. The hand was perfused before anastomosis. On the
first postoperative day, the hand swelled considerably. Later,
although the swelling subsided, the tissue appeared necrosis. The
function was unsatisfactory. V
2.2.A. Arguments of perfusion The arguments focused on whether
the perfusion was helpful in the transplantation. The advantages
of perfusion appeared, mainly in the 2 points, clearance of throm¬
bi and supplement of metabolism. The disadvantages was thrombosis
after anastomosis.
Theoretically, the extracorporeal perfusion was a technique to
permil the continuous synthesis of some essential materials.
The perfusion offers an opportunity to 'nurture' the vascular
system. In the transplantation, once the circulation stopped in
very fine blood vessels, the red blood cells became jelled. Then'
1 issue had no adequate oxygenation and venous drainage [13,19].
At 1:hat time to dislodge them from capillaries was difficult and
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impossible. To wash the vessels might be necessary before
formation of a fixed thrombus. The circulation could be easv to
re-establish fu11v.
b. G. Johnson [17] considered that the perfusion could
maintain (under hypothermia.) the patency of the microcirculation,
remove and trap debris or metabolites, and control the oxygen ands'
pH of tissue. Similarly, perfusion was a possible method to solve
the vascular problems in the microsurgery, such as thrombosis,
spasm and collapse [12].
H. J. Pohh [13] reported that after a short period of perfusion
. red blood cells could not be seen within vessels on the histo-
1ogica1 s ections. And no c ontrast media c ou1d be f ound outside
the vessel wall in the microradiographys. The capillary integrityO x 7 1 s«_
was preserved. The result of L. A. Chait et al [34] was also
considered to be caused probably by a washout of the sluggish red
blood cells.
J. Pietila et al [11] noted that the perfusion improved the
immediately postoperative skin circulation. The haemodynamics at
the capillary level was improved during ischemia state. They sup¬
posed that the tissue perfusion might be helpful. When postopera¬
tive thrombosis occurred, the microsurgical anastomosis was
secure.
Contrary to the positive suggestion, the disagreement was that
the perfusion was unnecessary and even dangerous in transplanta¬




The results of T. Harashina. ff. J. Buncke [12], and A.. Berggren
et al [32] were poor in the perfusion tissue than that without
perfusion. Various degrees of luminal narrowing or thrombosis
occurred at the sites of anastomoses. Perfusion resulted in
progressive sloughing of endothelial, pyknosis of nuclei and cell
vacuolization [32]. Clinical cases had a same result [13].
Certainly, the endothelial damage also was caused possibly by
the cannulation, mechanical disturbances, air emboli, toxic subs¬
tances in the solution and other unknown factors [32]. Vascular
complication occurred after anastomosis.
2.3, A Review of Perfusion System
The perfusion composition was used to replace the circulation
system. Requirement was that an appropriate oxygenated solution
was forced by an atraumatic pump under a selected temperature
and perfusion parameter. Simpler or complex composition were
dependable. Whether a more complex composition could secure a
significant advantage was unknown [30]. For all compositions, the
best system was normothermic perfusion with blood in an intact
circulation.
2.3.1. Simpler composition The basic requirement was a pressure
generator. Simpler compo sition was convenient, c heap, and easy
to be used in clinic [24]. But the perfusion result was limited.
It could replace the vascular contents with a chosen solution and
exchange the extracellular fluid, but no significant [30].
The simplest perfusion was performed with a syringe and a
needle, which was forced by researcher himself or an infusion
pump. It was reproducible and efficient to flushout the infra-
vascular debris. .4. Berggren et al [32] performed perfusion using
a blunt 17-gauge needle, which inserted into the artery of graft•J~~
bone. The slightly manual pressure was produced by a syringe.
The graviry of water was also used as the pressure generator.
The pressure was constant. A single perfusion technique under
gravity pressure was employed by T. M. Tsia [2A],
2.3.2. Complicated composition The system consisted mainly of a
mechanical pump, an oxygenator (heart-lung machine), a perfusion
chamber and a temperature device. The special parameters required
to be monitored, such as pH, pO, flow rate and pressure [35](
pi cf 2 11
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Fig, 2.1. Extracorporeal perfusion system [151U ii V L J Table 2.1. Various perfusate used by different authors1 V
in a variety of researchesj
E, Eisrsnicks I Synthetic fluid 1221J'~ W J
T, E, ffikks et a! Lactated Ringer's solution
Hvoertonic deztran-textrose solutionj i
Collins hypertonic renal perfusate 71J i' 1''' i
J. Pistils et al Heparinbed Singer's solution [11]
E H, Eovick et al Kreb's-flenseleit buffer
Modified Morgan's solution
Self-made solution [20]
L Per wren et al Physiological salineULf v J
BGJbsolution
Col Iins-Terasaki solution 1321
The mechanical pump maintained continuous flow of tissue. Two
common types of pump employed in the field of extracorporeal per¬
fusion. They included the pulsative or non-pulsatile flow pump.
Although it still debated which kind of pump was favorable, It
was generally accepted that the pulsatile pump produced better
results than a steady flow for most organs [27].
Oxygenator could kept the 0 tension in solution. Temperature
2
device was used to control the temperature during perfusion. The 
discussion was seen in the later sections. While perfusion tissue 
was attached the perfusion chamber.
The perfusion delivery system of T. E. Kicks et al [27] includ­
ed an intermittent perfusion pump, a T-tube manometer and others.
2.4. 8 e1e ef i on o f S o1u 11ons
2.4.1. Criteria of selection Totally, the ideal solution must 
satisfy the following points, which, described by Lockwood [35]: 
i). Maintains the stabilization of proteins and regulates the 
osmotic properties in solution: ii). Maintains the isotonic equi­
librium between intra- and extra-cellular spaces; iii). Helps the 
activation of enzyme systems; iv). Supports the development of 
elec tr i c a1 e x c i ta b i1ity; v). Stabil1z e s th e permeabi1i ty o f 
membranes.
OF. Belzer [28] considered that the perfusion solution should
satisfy the metabolic requirements, basically. R. Y. Caline [33]
considered that the characteristic of fluid in vascular spaces
was of. great importance. Experiment of T. E, Hicks et al [27]
showed same results. Inappropriate pH, osmotic pressure, 0 ten-
2
sion and electrolyte coneentration, of fluid might aggravate the 
vas cu1a r damage.
2.4.2. Kinds of solution Generally speaking, in most cases, one 
variety of commercially available solution was appropriate. While
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in the special cases, a. basic solution which was easily available
in one's laboratory was chosen. Additional electrolytes, proteins
and amino—acids could be added later. The temperature of solution
and gas content could also be controlled.
Separately, perfusion solution was based on practical purposes
(Table 2.1.).
Sodium chloride was one of common used solution. It was suffic¬
ient to be used in a simple perfusion. It diffused throughout the
entire extracellular compartment. Approximately 9 10 of it went
to the interstitial spaces and 110 remained in the vessels [20].
Physiological saline was an isotonic solution and did not cause
intravascular hemolysis when infusion. It was available to comb¬
ine with other solutions, in various concentrations. Buffered
solution of a more complex composition was commoner to use, such
as Ringer's solution and Kreb-Henseleit solution. A. Bomzon and
5. G. Naidu [21] found that when Kreb's solution was alone used,
e d e m a w a s o b v i o u s.
T. E. Kicks et al [27] perfused the vascular bed of amputated
extremity. The pressure graphs in Collin's solution and Dextran-
Dexirose reacted more physiologically than that in lactatedJL V—»
Ringer is solution alone. Histological section and biochemical
analysis (ATP and hypoxanthine) also confirmed it.
While theoreticalIv. the solution with the compositions appro-V
ximaling to plasma or intracellular fluid was best. The solution
for preservation was one of them [31]. Collins and coworkers [32]
found that the loss of significant ions from tissue was limited, 
if the tissue was immersed in an environment of .intra-cel lular 
f1oid .
Downs and coworkers [32] considered that the helpful effects of 
intra-cel Inl.ar fluids was caused by the inhibition of cellular
+ +
swelling, rather than the inhibition of Na gain or K loss. 
Excellent, results were reported, with a Col lins-Terasaki solution 
for the renal preservation and transplantation. The revasculariza 
-tion reached good results [32].
Proteins in the plasma played an important role to keep an
osmotic pressure. Many authors noted that protein, prevented the 
edema and increased the resistance. L. At Hurst et al [18]
reported that Earle's solution + 10% serum extended the viable 
time and prevented the qualitative changes in the grafts. And 
results were much better than either Ringer's or Earle’s solution 
alone. The addition of amino acid and vitamins could probably 
extend the effective storage time. The skin graft stored in 
Lactated Pinger’s solution became markedly edematous in 5 days.
Blood substitutes were supposed to the best solution. Criteria 
was following. i). The electrolyte constitutions were same as 
about that of plasma, ii). The materials for the plasma albumin 
bad a similar molecular weight (70000) [41,59], iii). They were 
used in the edematous conditions, due to an increase of osmotic
pressure. iv). They must, be inexpensive and chemically stable
during storage. Preparation was no great difficulty in the 
laboratory. They must be no toxic, no antigenic, not too rapidly
mmn
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. Hiernickel [22] used a plastic tank containing of 95% 0 and
2
5%C0 and the perfusion solution was pumped in and churned sc
2
that the gas mixture could enrich the solution.
25.2. Unoxygenation Perfusion with unoxygenated solution have
also been reported by several authors. The 0 or CO content of
2 2
solution needed not be early controlled, specially in a simpler
perfusion.
Saga no et al [26], believed that an 0 -free perfusion system
?
was satisfactory and applied this system in liver perfusion, when
the flow rate exceeds to above 3ml ml g of tissue.
Y. Shi ma ha ra and ft. Isselhard [26] noted that 0 carrier-free
2
perfusion greatly simplified the technical set up, eliminated the
effects due to metabolism of blood cells, avoided serum elements,
and. other unknown chemical factors. Although the disadvantage of
impending hypoxia happened. Their results found that when using a
very simple perfusion system emploving an elect.rolvte solution-i JL +S X K« %J
without an oxygen carrier and without colloidal osmolarity. The
perfused liver was capable of maintaining a high activity of
in i t ochondria 1 funct ion.
A. Bornzon and S. G. Maidu [21] perfused the rat hind limb with
Kreb's solution, gassing with 95% 0 and 5% CO at temperature of
2 2
0
37 C and under a pressure of 60mmHg. They did not compare the
results with other solutions which were not oxygenated. But they
agreed that oxygenated standard physiological salt solutions did
not deliver sufficient 0 to the tissue at normal perfusion rate.
i
eliminated by kidney or metabolized.
2.5. Maintenance of 0 tension in the solution
2.5.1. Oxygenation It was one of methods to minimized the ener¬
gy losses, and protect the myocardium [19]. Although anaerobic
static metabolism in hypothermic storage was effective within 24
hours. With prolonged preservation, the short-coming of 0 became
2
apparent. Additional supply was needed. Oxygen was supplied by a
direct and simple bubbling in the solution. But in more speciali¬
zed studies, an oxygenator was used to oxygenate the solution.
Direct 0 utilization in organ transplantation was also reported.
2
The perfusion organ was placed into the hyperbaric chamber [21].
But the direct use of oxygen in soft tissue perfusion did not be
yet clear.
L. M. Hurst et al [18] suggested that although utilization of
0 decreased during preservation under hypothermia. The storage
2
container should be gassed with air in order to provide 0,
o
Increasing oxygen tensions in the solution can improve oxida¬
tive metabolism. The perfusion of a small volume of heparinized
oxygenated blood into the organ could prolong the preservation
time r331. Oxygenated plasma was reported to be more effective in
renal preservation [27]. In the experiment of A. Bomzon and 5. G.
Alaidu [21], Kreb's solution was gassed with 95% 0 and 5%C0 at
2 2
0
37 C under the pressure of 60mrn Kg. While the solutions in the
experiment of W. M. Novick et al [20], were equilibrated with
95% 0 and 5%.C0, under Po of 550mmHg or more.
2 2 2
While omission of an oxygen carrier in the solution could 
simplify the. technical setup, eliminate the results due to blood 
cells, serum elements, and other unknown factors.
Additionally, prolonged administration of oxygen may cause side 
effects [31]. The risk of gaseous emboli causing by blood trauma 
with a bubble oxygenator was probably greater, when high flow 
pa s s e d t hro ugh t h e per fu sIon ma ch ine,
2.6. Perfusion pressure
Perfusion pressure also was an influent parameter [19]. 
Solution should be delivered by a pressure equal to the physiolo­
gical level of blood pressure, theoretically. Controlled pressure 
was better than uncontrolled pressure. The pressure was adjusted 
by altering the pump speed.
It was clear that increased perfusion pressure, progressive 
deterioration increased. A constantly higher pressure produced 
interstitia 1 and ce 11 u 1 ar swelling [30] . Pu 1 sa.tile f 1 ow aliowed. 
an intermittent pressure, which was sufficient to overcome the 
c ap i11 a r1e s pressure.
T, E. Hicks [27] perfused the rat hind limb under constant flow 
conditions to defect vascular response after perfusion with vaso­
dilator. Later, perfusion pressures were modified at 60, 90, 120
and 150 mm H 0. The findings showed that limb could be preserved 
2
well under the pressure of less than 150 mm H 0, in their system.
2
T. M. Tsia [2d] also noted the perfusion failure secondary to 
uncontrolled perfusion pressure. L. A. Chait et al [3d] found
TOTEM 
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thai venous return was poor in the flap of perfusion group. The
possible reason was the harmful flushing with heparinized saline.
A. Berggren et al [32J reported that poorer perfusion results
with a set of syringe using manual force than that of -without
perfusion. Endothelial damage occurred secondary to uncontrolled
pressure. Other researches however, made use of a constant press¬
ure maintained by a fixed height of solution. The well controlled
perfusion should have the least harmful mechanical effects. The
mean pressure was lower enough to prevent the extrusion of water
from extravascular space into intra-vascular space. The pressure
of J. Pietila [11] was fixed at 100 mmHg.
2,7. Perfusion rate
The flow rate in the extracorporeal perfusion was of prime
importance to maintain the tissue viability. The advantages for
machine preservation was investigated from function and flow
characteristic [31]. The cardiac output was replaced during
tissue perfusion. The physiological flow pattern was suggest to
be better for preservation under normothermia with blood [23,29].
The optimal flow rate in cardiopulmonary bypass (CPS) had been
discussed by several authors [29]. Normally cutaneous blood flow
varies from 2 to 100 cc100 gm tissuemin. But only 1 to 2 ml was
needed for survival.
The flow rate was determined by perfusion pressure and vascular
reaction. If the perfusion pressure was fixed, the flow rate was
vary different from time to time when the vascular size fluctuat¬
ed. Hicks et a I [27] fixed the perfusion at a constant volume of
2 tul min. Belzer et al [32] used a high perfusion flow rate at 8
0
-10(. The result was remarkably good. While relatively high flow
rate at higher temperature was harmful to liver [33].
2.8. pH of so1ution
pH was also a parameter. During the ischemia, intracellular pH
decreased and produced tissue acidosis [19]. One point was clear
that, many authors agreed that buffering capacity in the solution
seems to be more important than pH itself [31]. The pH of
solution was controlled by adjustment of the bubble pressure of
CO and 0.
2 2
In most circumstances, a pH of 7.2 in the solution was used.
Some authors [19] showed pH=7.40 might result in more myocardial
damages. A pH of 6.8 was better than a pH of 7,4 [331.
2.9. Temperature o f solut1 on
The choice was dependable.
2.9.1. Norrnothermia The perfusion with the whole blood under
U
norrnothermia (37 C) was supposed to be the most ideal perfusion.
At norrnothermia, the organ reached its metabolic activity at the
peak. But R. Y. Caline [33] considered that red blood cell was
hemolytic, platelet adhered to tube and protein was denatured.% J J.
The metabolic change of tissue was rapid. But higher temperature
was helpful to the membrane-bound transport enzymes [30].
A. Bornzon arid S. G. Naidu [21] found that the temperature of
0
solution at the range of 30-43 C did not cause any significant
hanges to the vasodilator. The rat was kept at the temperatur
0
f 37 C in the chamber.
2.9.2. Hypothermia Lower temperature was accepted to be better
iue to following reasons, i). The energy consumption in the tiss¬
ue decreased. The hypothermia decreased the parenchymal cellular
netabolic activity and oxygen consumption. The renal perfusion
under hypothermia was proved to be advisable. ii). Bacterial
growth decreased [31]. The survival of an isolated tissue could
be pro 1 ongod.
Hypothermia also caused the damage of endothelium and increased
le viscosity of blood cells. Correspondingly flow rate decrees-v x J
The temperature in the perfusion tissue could be controlled
both directly by cooled solution or by surface cooling alone. In
the later case3 the perfusion tissue and solution were kept in a
cooled chamber [32].
2.10. Summary
Many method was used to to keep an isolated organ alive, at•j x—
least to avoid irreversible damage. The extracorporeal perfusion
intimated the physiological condition. The systems were highly
different. The pressure orand flow rate was controlled. Most of
cases were perfusion in the in vitro under the hypothermia.
Although the results in preservation and pretreatment were clear.
Thus the effects of perfusion remained controversial. Reoperation
and vascular complication after anastomosis still occurred.
Chapter 3. The METHODOLOGY OF PERFUSION IN VITRO
3.1. Introduction
In this chapter, an in vitro perfusion system using different
solutions would be discussed. The anatomy and surgical procedures
involved in the perfusion would be described. The methods of
assessing fhe results of perfusion would also be discussed.
3.2. Perfusion System
The controlled system consists of a pressure generator, a temp¬
erature controller and the bottles for the perfusion solution.
The skin flap was put into a closed chamber (Fig. 3.1.).
Fig. 3.1. The perfusion system of
In vitro study
The hydrostatic pressure was used
to force the perfusion solution In and
and out the tissue. One waterbath
controlled the temperature of tissue.
Another one controlled the solution.
The tissue was perfued In the chamber.
Water bottle













3.2.1. Pressure generator The water bottle was fixed at the
height of around 1.40 meter, which produced a equivalent pressure
of 100 mm Hg, which was the pressure measured at the inferior
superficial epigastric artery [11, 36]. The hydrostatic pressure
was kept constantly (Fig. 3.1).
3.2.2. Perfusion solution bottles A bigger bottle held the
perfusion solution. One side of the bottle was connected with the
pressure generator, the other side was connected with the tissue
to be perfusion. When blood was used as a perfusion solution, a
stirrer was placed under the bottle to keep the blood from
sedimentation. Oxygenation was not used due to following reasons;
i). Direct oxygen bubbling in solution would break the blood
cells [19,23]. ii). Bubbling made the pressure higher; iii). The
blood and hemoglobin preparation could carry oxygen well.
Two mini-bottles were used to collect the drainage solution.
All tubes and bottles were cleaned every day. The solution was
changed every day, This was absolutely necessary for in the blood
and hemoglobin.
3.2.3. Perfusion chamber A closed tank of 2 layers was used to
hold the perfusion tissue. The temperature and humidity were
controlled here. It was connected to a water bather.
3.2.4. Temperature controller The temperature was controlled by
2 water baths in this system. The temperature of solution was
0
controlled at the room temperature of about 20 C. While the
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0temperature of tank was fixed at 37 C for the following reason.
0
i). The body temperature of vertebrate was around 37 C. ii). In a
pilot study(Appendix 2,3.), normal pictures were found after per¬
fusion, after keeping a flap for 24 hours at room temperature.
Only after 72 hours, the nuclei in the dermis decreased obviously
, and stronger staining with Nitro-BT indicated cell necrosis
also existed. The differences of changes could therefore be
amplified at a higher, i.e., body temperature.
3.2.5. Perfusion duration The several reasons of perfusing 72
hours were as follow, i). Some authors found that the new growing
vessels from recipient bed after 48 hours in the grafting flap[
37]; ii). In a pilot study, the considerable necrosis appeared at
the time of 48 to 72 hours, after isolation. The flap changed
from pale reddish to dark. Dermis became thinner and showed no
discernible layers. Nitro-BT staining further proved them; And
iii). nearly normal pictures could be found at 48 hours, after
perfusion at the room temperature.
3.3. Preparation of perfusion solutions
The perfusion solutions included i). Kreb's-Henseleit solution
h 8% Dextran 70; ii). Whole rat Blood+ Normal Saline; iii). Kreb
's-Henseleit solution+ 6% Hemoglobin.
Kreb's-Henseleit solution was used as one of basal solution [19
,21], because it was commonly used in the physiology researches.
Its elements [35] and osmotic pressure were more similar with
that of blood and body fluids of human body than other physiolo-
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gical solutions (Table 3.1).
However, it alone was insufficient to prevent the osmotic
change in the red blood cells or other body cells due to lack of
colloid substances, especially during prolonged perfusion [38,39,
40,41]. Some substances such as dextran or hemoglobin could be
added to increase the osmotic pressure.
In a pilot study, following perfusion solution were tried. i).
Normal Saline (0.9%NaCl); ii). Ringer's solution+ Normal Saline
(1:1); iii). 10% and 30% diluted rat Blood; iv). Dextran 40 and
Dextran 70; v). 6% Hemoglobin solution. Except for Blood, Dextran
70 and Hemoglobin, other solutions produced severe edema in the
flap shortly after perfusion.
Table 3,1, The differences of coiposition in some physiological solutions (g1) [35]
Solution UaCl KC1 HgSO ,7H 0 KB PO Glucose CaCl fJaH CO
4 2 2 4 2 2 3
Finger (1883) 6.5 0,14 0.2
(frog)
Locke [m) 9.0 0.42 0.24 0.2
(mammal)
Tyrode (1910) 8.0 0.20 HgCl NaH PO 1.0 0.20 1.0
2 2 4
(bird and mamma 1) 0,05 0,04
Kreb's+ffenseleit 6.9 0,35 0.30 0.16 2.0 0,28 2.1
(1932)(mammal) HgSO (0.15) (0.371 for CaCl .2H 0)
4 2 2
3.3.1. 8% dextran 70+ Kreb's solution Dextran 70 (Industrial
grade, Average molecular weight= 71500, Sigma. Chemical Company)
was mixed with the Kreb's solution for the following reasons [41,
39]. i). The Dextran 70 was one of materials to keep the osmotic
effect in solution; ii). It did not leave the circulation rapidly
after perfusion; iii). Dextran for a plasma substitute contained
no molecules with its molecule weight less than 70000 which were
CHAPTER3
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rapidly excreted by the kidney iv). It contained no molecules
with molecule weight more than 100,000, which had an increasing
tendency to rouleaux formation and sludgi.ng of red cells.
The reasons for selection of 8% Dextran were as follow. i). The
osmotic effect of Dextran 70 was well maintained in the concentr-
ation of a range of 4%-10%. ii). In a pilot study, 4%, 8% and 10%
Dextran 70 were added to Kreb's solution (5 pieces of skin flap
at each concentration). The concentration of 8% was found to give
no more edema. Among three subgroups, only the weight of subgroup
using 8% Dextran changed in a rate of a negative value (b=-0.0112
). The weights in the concentration of 4% and 10% Dextran
increased with the time.
3.3.2. 6% hemoglobin+Kreb's solution The free-stroma hemoglobin
was added to the Kreb's solution for the following reasons (Table
3.2). i). Hemoglobin increased osmotic pressure, like dextran 70
ii). Hemoglobin had the capacity of transporting oxygen iii).
Hemoglobin was a main component of normal blood. It was consider-
ed to be one of better blood substitute [39] iv). Hemoglobin was
considered to damage the kidney. But It did not directly circula-
te inside the body here v). The preparation was convenient in
our laboratory.
The preparation was as following. One unit of outdated human
whole blood or packed cell was placed in a pair of bottles which
were bal. anced. on a Laboratory Balance. They were centrifuged in
the Beckman Model J2-21 Centrifuge (mad.e in USA) twice, which had
been pre-cooled, at a motor speed of 3000/minute. The Plasma and
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stroma were removed and the cells were washed with the cold
saline. Distilled water was used to hemolysis the red cells. Then
the blood was waved into a Sonicator (Branson 2200) overnight. It
was centrifuged again at a higher speed of 10,000minute for 3
hours. Then the blood solution was poured into the half-membrane
bag and washed with Kreb's solution twice, and left overnight.
The concentration of hemoglobin was measured. The solution was
diluted with Kreb's solution. Finally, the 6% Hemoglobin+ Kreb's
so1ution was obtained.
Table 3.2.. Advantages of Hemoglobin (38)







3.3.3. 10% and 30% diluted rat blood Theoretically, the whole
blood was one of the best medium to keep the cellular viability
[31]. Although blood was never a poplar perfusion solution. If
blood was circulated by a perfusion system in the tissue, a
result similar to physiological condition might occur. The
possible reason was that the blood gave all tissue needs, such as
protein, electrolyte and 0 [19]. Protection was better [19].
2
Practically, the higher the concentration of blood cells, the
higher the possibility of aggregation. So, the blood must be
diluted and anticoagulant must be added. CPD (Citrate Phosphate
Dextrose) was chosen as anticoagulant for following reasons [42].
0
i). It preserved red cells in vitro at 4 C for 28 days. ii). It
maintained higher values of APT, DPG, pH and satisfactory oxygen
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dissociation curves, during storage
Kreb's solution was replaced with Normal Saline as diluting
solution here for the following reasons, i). Saline was free of
calcium to prevent deposits; ii). The concentration of electroly¬
tes would be higher if blood mixed with Kreb's solution.
Compatibility between donor and recipient was another important
problem of using the blood as a perfusion solution. The cross
matching confirmed no positive reaction between different rats.
The preparation was as following. The healthy rat was lightly
anesthetized with 2.5% pentobarbital. The femoral artery of both
side were exposed by abducting and extending the leg with the
medial aspect of the thigh facing upward. A cut was made. The
tube was inserted. Alternatively, a needle was inserted into the
heart. The blood was collected into a sterile glass bottle with a
large plastic syringe, in which the anticoagulant had been drawn.
Each rat could provide as much as 10 ml of blood.
The fresh blood had a reddish color. After it had been stored
for a while in a cool room, the blood became brick reddish and
turned to dark at a later time.
The solution of blood (as well as the solution of hemoglobin
above) had to be maintained at the temperature of 4 C throughout.
When blood was used, it was warmed up at the room temperature.
The blood was diluted with Normal Saline to 10% and 30%.
3.4. The preparation of perfusion tissue
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3.4.1. Epigastric skin flap of rat The Sprague-Dawley rats (Sex
: Male; Average weight: 450 gm. with a range of 400-520 gm; Age:
12-14 weeks old) were supplied by the .Animal House of Chinese
University of Hong Kong.
Although the rat was a loose skin animal, its cutaneous blood
supply, unlike man, has little connections with the deep fascia
(Table 3.3). Of all the available models, the epigastric flap of
rat was more suitable to experiment needs, as following reasons,
i). The skin was one of oldest tissue for transplantation; ii).
The vascular anatomy and diameter of inferior epigastric flap
were consistent; iii). The flap was located at the lower wall of
abdomen of rat and has the name pedicle (Fig. 3.2). Its size,
anatomical location, technical procedures and economic considera¬
tion had already been discussed [43,44,45].
Table 3.3. The differences of skin between the rat and human
Human Rat
Elood supply ! Segmental pattern
1 with small areas
! Firm fixation
! Branches pattern with
! larger areas












aup. femoral 3.2. The location and anatomy of
_-.- Epigastric free flap of rat.
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3.A.2. Harvesting Procedure The rat was anesthetize'! wi ~h' v:—-
-peritoneal injection of 2.5% sodium pentobarbital (Dosage: 0.8-
1.0 mg500 gm). After satisfactory anesthesia, the rat was -haveri
and surgically cleaned with Habitane on the inferior wall or
abdomen. The border of flap was marked with a pen using a round
transparency (the diameter: A cm).
After the incision in midline of abdomen and superior margin f
skin flap, the flap was elevated carefully from aponerror 1w layer
of fascia and turned over to lateral and lower side. he vascular
branches and patterns were checked.
Fig. 3.3. Anatoiical pictures of groin area of rat [46].
The blood supply originated from the main branches or the
superficial inferior epigastric artery. The flap was drained by
one vein of same name (Fig. 3.3). This axial, flap inc ricier lie
epidermis, dermis, subcutaneous fat and superficial pa mil-alius
muscle. The diameter of femoral vessels in the rat was
mm. And one of inferior superficial epigastric vessels was 'ner
The flap including the underlying inguinal fat pad was -,--afed
completely with scissors. This was the perfusion flap.
3.A.3. No-perfusion flap The segments of superficial Inferior
epigastric vessels near the femoral pair were care.ru i y hsse
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eel of periacventitia 1 fat. The proximal segments were ligated
0
with the sutures of 5 nylon. Then the vessels were cut down at
the origin of it from femoral pair, distal to the ligature.
3.4.4. Perfusion flap The proximal segment of inferior epigast¬
ric vessels were clamped with a microvascular clamp. The diameter
could be enlarged and the wall thickened. A small slit was made
with a pair of fine scissors. Then a finer plastic tube (External
diameter 1 mm) was inserted into the vessels on the side away
from inferior epigastric vessels. All the ligated vessels were
then cut (Fig. 3.4).
Fig. 3.4. The procedure for cannula.
artery was ligated and clamped. B).
The cannula was pushed in the vessel
with the tip proximally. C). The
cannula was secured.
The cannulation (Fig. 3.5) was checked again to ensure no
solution escaping from the connecting area of catheter. Thus the
drainage solution came out mainly from the venous tube.
The flap was flushed with heparinized saline (40 unit ml) for
one hour by a infusion pump (infusion rate= 0.21 m1minute). It
then was placed on a platform, which was placed in a chamber. The
venous tube was connected to a mini-bottle. The arterial tube
was connected to a.solution bottle (Fig. 3.1).
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No antibiotic was administrated. The reasons were following. i
). The perfusion duration was short, ii). The no-perfusion group
was not easier to administration. Both no-perfusion and perfusion
have the similar results. If perfusion groups have infection, the
graft failure would be stronger than no perfusion group.
Fig. 3.5. The result of cannulation
The inferior superficial epigastric vessels
were cannulated.
3.4.5. Perfusion groups 25 pieces of inferior epigastric skin
flaps in 20 rats were classified into 5 group, i). Group 1: No
perfusion; ii). Group 2: perfusion with 8% Dextran+ Kreb's
solution: iii). Group 3: perfusion with 10% Diluted rat Blood;
iv). Group 4: perfusion with 30% Diluted rat Blood; v). Group 5:
perfusion with 6% Hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution.
After the flap was connected to the perfusion system, perfusion
was started. The free flaps with as no-perfusion (control) were
observed together with perfusion flaps.
3.5. Perfusion assessment
The time when the flap was completely harvested was marked as-
1. The time when the perfusion started (after flush) was recorded
as zero. The time after perfusion for 1 hour was recorded as 1
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and so on. The assessment was started individually after harvest¬
ing and flushing and at the following hours after perfusion: 1, 2
, 3, 4, 5, 8, 20, 22, 24, 48, and 72 hours. Assessments of color
, edema, weight, histology and histochemistry were performed for
both control and perfusion flaps. The measurement of outflow
drainage was performed for perfusion group only (Appendix 4).
3.5.1. Color The tissue color observation was one of the most
essential, productive and reproducible methods [37,47,48]. It has
a direct relationship with circulation and viability [37]. It was
divided into pale, pale reddish, brick reddish, grayish and black
color.
3.5.2. Edema The edema of tissue was related with the movement
of solution between intra- and extra- vascular spaces. On other
words, it was related with the circulation in tissue. The edemat¬
ous severities were visual inspected into mild, moderate and
obvious.
3.5.3. Other signs Other gross signs included the elasticity of
subcutaneous tissue and skin. The elasticity could be analyzed as
better, poor and disappeared one. Whether the perfusion tubes was
obstructed or not was observed.
3.5.4. Measurement of weight At the same interval above, the
flap was weighed in a Electronic Balance (Chyo balance corpora¬
tion, Kyoko). When the flap was harvested, it was weighed
together with perfusion tubes. The total weight was defined as an
original weight (W). During the perfusion, the weights wen
-1
recorded and calculated in a ratio of WeightWeight at differ-
-1
ent intervals. Before measurement, the fluid in the surface o:
flap was absorbed with a gauze carefully.
Immediately after perfusion, if the weight of flap increases
rapidly, it indicated that the fluid lost into the tissues and
caused hydration and edema. While weight decreased rapidly it
meant dehydration. The solution was hypertonic. If the solution
was isotonic, the weight changes was not much.
Theoretically, if the solution would be isotonic, the weight of
flap have no more changes after balance between the intra- and
extra- vascular spaces. However, the weights continued to lowered
due to the necrosis of tissue.
3.5.5. Measurement of Outflow The drainage fluid was collected
both directly from the vein and indirectly from the tank (Leakage
). The method was simpler and more effective. The movement of
solution between the intra- and extra-vascular space was evaluat¬
ed quantitatively. If the perfusion was sure, the decrease of
venous draining and leakage indicated that more solution stayed
inside the tissue. If the venous drainage was decreased, the
circulation of flap was poor. The cellular environment would be
changed.
The formula of Poiseuille was that Blood flow= Pressure x(
4
Diameter) (Length x Viscosity). The prefusion pressure was fixed
in this system. Vascular lengths of flap were also considered to
be consistent, if the finer differences in the anatomy might he
neglected, the perfusion rate depended on the viscosity of
solution and diameter of vessels. The more viscous the fluid, the
slower flow rate. The smaller the diameter was, the slower the
flow rate [hi].
The viscosity of solution had a direct relationship with the
concentration of its compositions and molecular weight. Among the
compositions, the dextran, hemoglobin and red blood cells were
the most important to produce the viscosity. The viscosity of
dextran and blood cells, and their influences on perfusion had
been studied quantitatively and qualitatively [hi].
3.5.6. Histological examination A series of biopsies were cut.
Tissue of h mm diameter was punched out. The block of tissue was
fixed in embedding medium (O.C.T. Tissue-Tek) and frozen rapidly
in liquid nitrogen, for following reasons, (i). Frozen section
was fast; ii). It was convenient for a serial examination [h8].
The frozen sections, 5-7 urn thick, were cut in a cryostat at the
0
temperature of -21 C [h9].
Hematoxylin stained the nuclei and Eosin stained cytoplasm. The
structures of skin, included epidermis, dermis and subcutaneous
tissue were then examined carefully.
3.5.7. Histochemical examination Additional reason for frozen
section was that enzyme was be examined. The samples were stain¬
ed with Nitro-BT, which indicated qualitatively the existence of
Succinate Dehydrogenase (SDH). SDH was an essential part of Kreb
's tricarboxylic acid cycle in the mitochondrial system of all
aerobic cells. Localization of the active SDH was suggested to be
as index of viability [50,51], which was manifested as areas of
stronger staining in the viable areas of tissue. The skin and its
appendages contained relatively large amounts of demonstrable SDH
activity [51].
In a pilot study, the Nitro-BT staining was shown to be helpful
to prove the presence of SDH, and thus indirectly indicates the
viability of soft tissues. The staining results seemed to
correlate well with the duration of storage. The temperature of
incubation and the strength of the staining were kept constantly.
In a staining, numerous fine blue granules could be seen in the
subcutaneous tissues, particularly in the muscles. The areas of
dermis and epidermis was obviously different. So, the Nitro-BT
stains was compared mainly in the dermis. The procedure of Biopsy
was described in the section above and Appendix 1. The results
were categorized into 5 grades (Fig. 3.6-8). When skin structures
were stained strongly, it was marked strong(+++). When the hair
follicle was stained, the mark of++ was given. When there was no
any staining the record was
3.6. The methods of analysis
3.6.1. Direct and microscopic examination The results were qu¬
alitative. No statistical comparison could be done.
3.6.2. Measurement of weight and outflow The rate of weight
changes was analyzed with linear regression. Because the outflow
varied with the time. The mean flow rate, the area under the
t
curve perfusion time, was calculated. Pair t test and analysis
of variances were used whenever appropriate.
Fig. 3.6. The distribution of Nitro-BT
deposition id the healthy shin. The areas
between hair follicles also had stronger
stains. The sign of+++ was marked in the
assessment.
Frozen section. Nitro-BT stains,
(x 6.3 0.22)
Fig. 3.7. The distribution of Nitro-BT
deposition in the perfusion skin of
pilot study, with 101 Blood for 48 hours.
The areas between hair follicles had
strong stains (h. Stronger stains
appeared in the hair follicles and
epidermis(+++).
Frozen section. Nitro-BT stains.( x 3,5).
Fig. 3.8. The distribution of fiitro-BT
deposition in the isolating free skin flap
of pilot study, for 24 hours. The areas
between hair follicles had weaker stains
P or-). Stronger stains appeared in
the hair follicles and epidermis(++).
Nitro-BT stains. Frozen section{ x 3.5).
Chapter A. THE METHODOLOGY OF PERFUSION IN VIVO
A.I. Introduction
In this chapter, an in vivo perfusion system using different
solutions would be discussed. The model and surgical procedures
involved in the perfusion would be described. The methods of
assessing the results of perfusion would also be discussed. Some
of fhe surgical procedures and assessing methods were the same as
those already described in Chapter 3.
A.2. Perfusion system
An in vivo system was designed to imitate an extracorporeal
circulation system. It consisted of a pressure generator, three
bottles for perfusion solutions and a temperature controller. An
epigastric flap of rat was harvested, grafted back and perfused(
Fig. A.1).
Fiq. .1. The perfusion system of in
vivo study.
A mechanicai pump was used to force
the perfusion soiution. The flap
was qrafted back and perfused. The








A.2.1. Pressure generator A mechanical mini-pump was used to
force the solution into the isolated flap (KB Bromma, 2132 Micro-
perpex peristalticpum). One side of pump was connected. to the
flap. While the other was connected to the perfusion bottle.
Before being used, the flow rate in the pump was calibrated and
the pressures at the specific perfusion rates were measured. The
femoral artery of a rat was exposed and cannu.lated. All. branches
of it were ligated, except for the inferior superficial epigastr-
is vessel. The cannul.a was connected to a pressure monitor by a 3
ways tube, which was connected to a miniwriter (Graphtec WVTR751).
The heparinized saline was perfused. The volume of solution
perfused per unit time was calculated as a flow rate.
During perfusion, the flow rate was fixed at 0.07 ml/minute. At
this flow rate, the perfusion pressure was equal to around 100 mm
Hg, which was the pressure measured at the inferior superficial
epigastric artery [11, 36].
4.2.2. Perfusion solution. bottles 2 mini-bottles for collection
and a bigger bottle for supplying perfusion solution were set up,
the same as described under section 3.2.2 of Chapter 3 (Fig. 4.1
). One of collection. bottles was connected to a mini-suction,
which was connected to the drainage tube from vein.
4.2.3. Temperature Controller The anesthetized rat was placed
0
n /^1
on a warm plate, which was maintained automatically at 37 C, by a
temperature controller. The environmental temperature was kept by
a lamp, around 37 C.
4-2.4. Perfusion duration The grafted flap was perfused up to
72 hours. The reasons were seen in section 3.2.5. The rats could
only he anesthetized for a maximum of 72 hours under this system.
A.3. Preparation of the perfusion solutions
4 similar kinds of perfusion solutions were prepared with the
same methods as described in section 3.3.
«
4.4. Preparation of perfusion tissue
4.4.1. Animal model and harvesting procedures The selection and
preparation of rat were same as those described in section 3.4.1
and 3.4.2.
4.4.2. No-perfusion flap The flap was harvested, with the same
procedures as described in section 3.4.3. The flap was grafted
i
back directly to its original site and sutured with 4'0' nylon.
No anastomosis and no drainage were attempted, and no antibiotic
was administrated.
4.4.3. Perfusion flap The procedure of cannulation was describ¬
ed in section 3.4.4. The flap was grafted back to its original
site and sutured with the interrupted sutures of 4'0' nylon. Gaps
were left un-closed to allow leakage. The arterial, venous and
drainage tubes were placed under the skin and introduced away
from the body on the lateral side of the rat. Before the wound




The arterial tube was connected to the mini-pump. The venous
tube was connected to the mini-bottle for collection. While the
drainage tube was connected to a mini-suction for leakage.
4.4.4. Anesthetized procedures during perfusion The reasons for
keeping the rat anesthetized were as follows. The grafted flap
would be bitten and torn off by the rat itself, if it was not
anesthetized.
Fig. 4.2. The free graft of skin
flap 24 hours, after suturing.
The flap was bitten by the rat.
An appropriate narcotic, an appropriate dose through an approp¬
riate route were used to anesthetize the rat. Several narcotics
including Valium, Pentobarbital, Scott's solution and Urethane
had been used in the literature. Several administrations included
tracheotomy, continual drip and intermittent injections, or a
combination of them. Initially, a. higher or lower dose of
narcotic was also tried.
Finally, a continuous infusion with a light dose of pentobarbi¬
tal was selected as the anesthetic procedure. Which was listed
below: 1). The rat was fasted over night or longer; ii).
Anesthesia was introduced with 2.5% Pentobarbital less than 1 ml
by intra-peritoneal injection; iii). 4 hours late, 0.5% Nembutal
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0.6-0.4 mlhour was continuous injected by a ACT infusion pump(
Hardward apparatus Comp); The injection was stopped for 15 minute
per 4 hours.
During anesthesia, the following observation were closely moni¬
tored: i). Because survival of the rat was important, respiration
of the rat was closely watched, especially in the first day. Slow
deep breathing indicated overdose of narcotics. The infusion was
stopped. If on the other hand, the dosage because insufficient
more, the narcotic could be injected; ii). The rat was just kept
under the light anesthesia. When the infusion was stopped, the
rat could react immediately with a stimulation; iii). A lower
dosage was given at second and third day of perfusion; iv). The
position of rat was changed every 12 hours; v). 10% glucose 0.5
ml and Dinger's solution 5 ml were injected intraperitoneally by
an infusion pump every day. vi). No tracheotomy was attempted.
4.4.5. Perfusion groups 25 pieces of inferior epigastric skin
flaps in 20 rats were classified into 5 groups, according to the
perfusion solutions (5 pieces of flaps for every group), i).
Group 1: No perfusion group consisted 5 pieces of no cannulated
flaps, which were grafted back among the perfusion groups as
controls. ii). Group 2: perfusion with 8% Dextran+ Kreb's
solution; iii). Group 3: perfusion with 10% Diluted rat Blood; iv
). Group 4: perfusion with 30% Diluted rat Blood; and v). Group
5: perfusion with 6% Hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution. After the flap
was connected to the perfusion system, perfusion was started with




The time when the flap was completely harvested was defined as
-1. The time when the perfusion started was recorded as zero. The
time after perfusion for 1 hour or more was recorded as 1 and so
on. The assessment was started after harvesting and flushing, and
at the following hours after perfusion: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 20, 22,
24, 48, and 72 hours. Assessments of gross appearances, histology
and histochemistry were performed for the control flap, 4 groups
of perfusion flaps. Measurement of the outflow and drainage were
performed for perfusion groups (Appendix 5.).
4.5.1. Gross observation The main indicators included the color
, edema and bleeding of skin flaps compared with the surrounding
tissues. When the rat. was sacrificed, the recipient tissues were
also checked.
4.5.2. Measurement of outflows The outflow was divided into 3
different ways, direct venous returning, drainage collected from
tube and leakage from wound. They were collected and measured
separately.
If the circulation was satisfactory, the venous return and tube
drainage were substantial. If the flap healed with the recipient
tissues, the drainage and leakage decreased, while venous return
was remained substantial. If the venous drainage was obstructed,
leakage from the wound would increased.
4.5.3. Histological examination When the rat was sacrificed,
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the samples including the surrounding tissues (cross-section of
wound) were biopsied with frozen section.
Some samples were prepared for paraffin sections, because the
structures of tissue were better stained in the paraffin sections
than frozen sections.
4.5.4. Histochemical examination The biopsied samples, i.e. the
frozen sections were stained with Nitro-BT as described in
section 3.5.7.
4.6. The methods of analysis
4.6.1. Direct and microscopic examination The results were qua¬
litative. No statistical comparison was done.
4.6.2. Measurement of outflows The quantitative values were
compared with pair t test and analysis of variance when
appropriate.
Chapter 5. RESULTS OF PERFUSION IN VITRO
5.1. Introduction
In this chapter, the results of in vitro perfusion were presen¬
ted with the control (no-perfusion). The results included gross
and microscopic observations, weight and outflow measurements.
The possible reasons leading to the results would be discussed.
5.2. Color
5.2.1. No-perfusion flap After harvesting, the skin flap showed
a pink reddish color, as shown in Fig. 5.1. (This pink color was
found in all other perfusion flaps at harvesting, as shown in
Table 5.1). The color changed very little in the first 24 hours
(Fig. 5.2). After 24 hours, the flap appeared grayish (Fig. 5.6).
After 48 hours, the flap turned black (Fig. 5.10).
Fig. 5.1. The gross appearances of skin flap
after flushing and control flap when it was
harvested. The flap becamepale and obvious
edema (E), after flushing with heparin!zed saline
for 1 hour. The control flap (C) showedpink.
Mo edemawas found.
5.2.2. 8% Dextran+ Kreb's solution After flushing, the color
turned to pale, as shown in Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.1. (This change
of color also applied to all perfusion flaps after flushing). The
paleness was seen throughout the period of perfusion in the first
24 hours (Fig. 5.2). After 24 hours, part of flap became grayish
(Fig. 5.6). At 48 hours the flap became more grayish and was
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necrosis. At 72 hours the skin flap became completely black (Fig.
5.13).
5.2.3. 10% diluted. rat blood Shortly after perfusion, the flap
changed from pale to pale reddish (Fig. 5.3). After 24 hours the
flap started to turn. gray (Fig. 5.7). At 48 hours, the skin flap
was obviously black (Fig. 5.10).
5.2.4. 30% diluted. rat blood Shortly after perfusion, the skin
became pale reddish or brick reddish (Fig. 5.4). At 24 hours, the
skin started. to turn black (Fig. 5.8). After 48 hours the skin
flap was obviously black (Fig. 5.11).
5.2.5. 6% hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution After perfusion the flap
rapidly became brick reddish. At 8 hours, the flap was more brick
reddish than the flap perfused with blood (Fig. 5.5). At 24 hours
part of flap appeared black (Fig. 5.9). After 24 hours, the
black color was more obvious (Fig. 5.12).
5.2.6. Comparing all groups Within the same group, after harve-
sting, the skin flap became pink reddish (Table 5.1). After
flushing, the skin flap turned pale (Fig. 5.1), due to washout of
all the 'residual blood cells from the vasculature by a solution
without pigment.
After perfusion, the skin color differed slightly for individu-
al groups (Table 5.1). In the flap perfused with 8% Dextran+
Kreb's solution, the pale color remained because the solution was
without pigment. For the groups using blood and hemoglobin (Hb),
the flaps were pale reddish or brick reddish due to the presence
of Hb. Later the flaps turned black due to necrosis of tissues
and hemolysis of lodged red cells. No-perfusion flaps had the
same observation (Fig. 5.5) because red cells were lodged in the
vessels after harvesting. From the color of flap, the group using
blood and Hb seemed to have done better, because it had similar
color as a healthy skin.
9t
When the tissues appeared necrotic, the color differed from the
healthy tissues, and it turned black.
Table 5.1.. Gross appearances of in vitro perfusion flaps.
Group Ho perfusion 8IDextran+Rreb's 101 Blood
Signs
301 Blood 61 Hemoglobin



























































Time: -1= After harvesting
0= After flushing and before perfusion
1,2,3,...= After perfusion for 1,2,3... hour
5.3. Edema
5.3.1. No-perfusion flaps After harvesting and during the subs¬
equent observations, the flap, by visual inspection, had very
little edema (Fig. 5.1-5.13; Table 5.1),
5.3.2. 8% Dextran+ Kreb's solution After harvesting, the skin
flap appeared to have mild edema due to cannulation (This change
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Fig. 5.2. The gross appearances of perfusion
skin flap at 8 hours, with 82 Deitran+ Kreb's
solution. The flap remained pale and had mild
edema (D). The control flap showed pale reddish
and mild edema (C). Both flaps retained the luster
and tissue elasticity.
Fig. 5.3. The gross appearances of skin flap at
8 hours after perfusion with 102 diluted rat
blood. The skin flap appeared pink and mild
edema. The control flap became pale and mild
edema. Both flaps retained their luster and
elasticity,
Fig. 5.4. The gross appearances of skin flap at 8
hours after perfusion with 302 diluted rat blood.
The skin flap appeared pink reddish and mildly
edematous, The controlled skin flap became pale




Fig. 5.5. The gross appearances of skin flap at 8
hours after perfusion with 6% hemoglobin+ Kreb's
solution. The skin flap perfused with hemoglobin
appeared brick reddish, and mild edema (H). The
control flap was pale and mild edema (0. The
flap perfused with 8% Dextrari+ Kreb's solution
was pale (D). Three skin flaps remained their
luster and elasticity.
Fig. 5.6. The gross appearances of perfusion
skin flap at 24 hours, with 8% Dextran+ Kreb's
solution. The flap remained pale and had mild
edema; The control flap was pale reddish and
mildly edematous. Two skin flaps retained the
luster and tissue elasticity.
Fig. 5.7. The gross appearances of perfusion
skin flap at 24 hours, with 10% diluted rat
blood. The skin flap appeared pink and mild
edema. The control flap was pale and mild
edema. Both flaps retained their luster and
elasticity.
Fig. 5.8. The gross appearances of perfusion
skin flap at 24 hours, with 30$ diluted rat
blood. The skin flap appeared pink and mildly
edematous. Skin flaps retained their luster
and elasticity.
Fig. 5.9. The gross appearances of perfusion
skin flap at 24 hours, with 6$ hemoglobin+ Kreb's
solution. The skin flap appeared brick reddish
(included its subcutaneous tissues). Fart of flap
appeared dark. The control flap also became
brick reddish due to contaminating with perfusion
solution. Both skin flaps retained their luster
and elasticity.
Fig. 5.10. The gross appearances of perfusion
skin flap at 48 hours, with 10$ diluted rat
blood. The skin flap became grayish and dry
and smaller. The control flap became black and
the size became smaller.
Fig. 5.11. The gross appearances of perfusion
skin flap at 48 hours, with 30$ diluted rat
blood. The skin flap became grayish and dry
and smaller. The control flap became black and
the size became smaller. Both flaps lost their
luster and elasticity.
Fig. 5.12. The gross appearances of perfusion
skin flap at 48 hours, with b% hemoglobin+ Kreb's
solution. The skin flap became grayish and dry
and smaller. The control flap became black and
the size became smaller. Both flaps lost their
luster and elasticity.
Fig. 5.13. The gross appearances of perfusion
skin flap at 72 hours, with 8% Dextran+ Kreb's
solution. The skin flap became grayish and dry
and smaller. The control flap became black and
I the size became smaller. Both flaps lost their
luster and elasticity. i
of flap also applied to other perfusion groups). After flushing,
flap had obvious edema, as shown in Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.1. (this
change also applied to other perfusion flaps after flushing).
Sometimes, the subcutaneous tissues became translucent. After pe¬
rfusion, tissues developed a fluctuating edema up to 8 hours(
Fig. 5.2). Then the edema decreased obviously. After 24 hours, no
edema was found visually (Fig. 5.6; 5.13).
5.3.3. 10% diluted rat blood After perfusion, the obvious edema
due to flushing decreased gradually to mild one (Fig. 5.3). After
24 hours, no edema appeared (Fig. 5.7; 5.10).
5.3.4. 30% diluted rat blood The obvious edema decreased after
perfusion (Fig. 5.4). In one case, a hematoma was observed at the
edge of flap at 8 hours. After 24 hours, no obvious edema could
be found and the flap became drier and drier (Fig. 5.8; 5.11).
5.3.5. 6% hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution With time of perfusion,
the skin flap gradually became small. At 8 hours the decrease was
obvious (Fig. 5.5). At 24 hours, the subcutaneous tissues became
enlarged but became thinner (Fig. 5.9). After 24 hours, no edema
was seen (Fig. 5.12).
5.3.6. Comparing all groups Within the same group, after flush¬
ing, all flaps became enlarge and appeared to have obvious edema
(Table 5.1).
«
After perfusion, with either one of 4 perfusion solutions, the
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edema became mild. From 8 hours on, all flaps became smaller and
smaller. After 24 hours, all groups had no visible edema. After
48 hours, skin flap became firmer and drier, especially in the
group using 30% diluted rat Blood. At the earlier period, the
group using 6% hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution seemed to be better
because the flap returned early to its size at harvesting and
kept consistently. In the later period of perfusion, 4 groups
were no different.
Theoretically, the heparinized saline used for flushing was
isotonic. The edema was probably caused by a higher hydrostatic
pressure during flushing, due to greater flow rate (section 3.4.4
). The fluid entered the extra-vascular spaces, via the vascular
walls. Similarly, the perfusion solutions were theoretically iso-
tonic and perfusion pressure was mild (the outflow rate was less
than that in flushing, as shown in section 5.6). With time, the
vessels collapsed or clotted, the flap sizes became smaller. The
tissues necrotized, the cellular membranes broke and intracellu-
lar fluid went out, the flaps became drier and firmer, especially
in the group using 30% blood.
5.4. Other signs
Although the flaps were harvested and flushed and perfused, all
cases retained a good luster and elasticity in first 24 hours(
Fig: 5.1). After'24 hours, tissues lost the luster and elasticity
completely. Flaps were firmer and drier. An unpleasant smell was
noted. The subcutaneous tissue shrunk. The fat in which the cann-
ulated tubes and vessels were embedded also shrunk. The vessels
were exposed and extended. Their vascular elasticity also lost.
5.5. Weight of flap
5.5.1. No-perfusion flap All weight measurements at different
times (W) were normalized by weight at harvesting (W). Thus
t _1
the normalized weight at harvesting was 1. With pair t test, the
weight at 0 hour was found to be less than the weight at harvest¬
ing (t=7.7090, df=4, p=0.0015 0.05). With time, due to evapora¬
tion, the weights decreased smoothly (Fig. 5.14). From 0 to 20
hour, the weight decreased at a rate of 0.0048 hour (t=7.6209,
df=6, p=0.0047 0.05), with linear regression analysis. From 20
to 24 hours, the rate was not significantly different from zero(
t=1.5575, df=l, p=0.3633 0.05). Although this group could be
observed up to 72 hours, the cases after 24 hours were not shown
because the perfusion ceased, and then weights were not measured,
at that time in some cases of perfusion groups.
5.5.2. Dextran+ Kreb's solution The weight after flushing was
1.4675, which was greater than that at harvesting (t=2.7794, df=4
, p=0.04985 p0.05, this observation also applied to other perfu¬
sion groups). After perfusion, the weight (Fig. 5.15) dropped at
a rate of 0.0266 hour (t.=4.7992, df=6, p=0.0030 0.05) between 0
to 20 hours. At 20 hour, the weight was 0.9442, which was not
significantly different from the weight at harvesting (t=0.3115,
df=4, p=0.77098 p0.05). After 20 hours, the rate of decrease was
not significantly different from zero (t=9.1257, df=l, p=0.06948




5.5.3. 10% diluted rat blood The weight after flushing was gre¬
ater than that at harvesting (t=5.4700, df=4, p=0.0054 0.05). It
was 1.4958. After perfusion, the weight decreased at a rate of
0.0308 hour (t=7.3914, df=6, p=0.0003 0.05) from 0 to 20
hours. At 20 hours, it was- 0.9117. After 20 hours, the rate was
not significantly different from zero (t=3.2273, df=l, p=0.1913
0.05, Fig. 5.16).
5.5.4. 30% diluted rat blood After flushing, the weight increa¬
sed obviously to 1.6769 (t=5.5741, df=4, p=0.0051 0.05. On the
other hand, after perfusion, the weight decreased at a rate of
0.0369 hour (t=10.6243, df=6, p= 0.00004 0.05) from 0 to 20
hours (Fig. 5.17). At 20 hours, the weight was 0.9197, which was
not different from the weight at harvesting (t=2.1917, df=4, p=
0.0935 p0.05). From 20 to 24 hours, the weight did not change
significantly (t=1.0061, df=l, p=0.4980 0.05). After 24 hours,
the leaking vessels could have been blocked or collapsed.
5.5.5. 6% hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution The weight after flush¬
ing was 1.5718. It decreased rapidly after perfusion, at a rate
of 0.0228 hour (t=4.1205, df=6, p=0.0062 0.05) between 0 to 20
hours (Fig. 5.18). At 20 hour, the weight was 1.0670 which was
not significantly different from that at harvesting (t=0.2149, df
=4, p=0.8404 0.05). From the 20 to 24 hours, the weight did not
change significantly (t=1.3468, df=l, p=0.4066 0.05). After 48




Fig. 5.14. Height changes in the
skin flap without perfusion The
weights were norma 1ized by the weight
at harvesting. The values were expressed
as the HEAll+ STD,
Fig. 5.15. Height changes in the
groups using $1 Dextran+ Rreb's
solution The weights were norma 1ized
by the weight at harvesting. The
values were expressed as the REAR
+ STD.
Fig. 5.16. Height changes in the
groups using lOi Diluted rat Blood.
The weights were normalized by the
weight at harvesting. The values
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Fig. 5.17. Height changes in the
groups using 30J Diluted rat Blood
The weights were normalized by the weight
at harvesting. The values were expressed
as the MEAN+STD. Mean+ STD
Fig. 5.18. Height changes in the
group 61 Heioglobin+ Kreb's solution
The weights were nomalized by the
weight at harvesting. The values were
















5.5.6. Comparing all groups Within the same group, after flush¬
ing, the skin flaps increased in weight. After perfusion the
weight decreased from that detected at flushing. In the first 8
hours of perfusion, all flaps became mildly edematous (Table 5.1)
but they decreased in weight gradually. This varied from mild
loss in the group using 8% Dextran+ Kreb's solution or 10% blood
, to more obvious losses other groups. From 8 hours onward, all
weights continued to drop. At 20 hours, the perfused skin flaps
returned to their harvesting value.
Although the weight changes differed for individual groups, the
differences in the rates of weight decrease from 0 to 20 hours(
Table 5.2), among the four perfusion solutions were not statisti¬
cally significant (N =3, D =20, F=0.5495, p 0.05). The same
df df
finding also applied to the rates of weight changed from 20 to 24
hours (N =3, D =4, F=4.2332, p 0.05, Table 5.2). From the
df df
weight change during 0 to 20 hours, it seem to indicated that the
group using 6% hemoglobin+ Kreb 's solution was better because
the weight changes were less than other groups, although no stat¬
istic differences could be worked out.
Table 5.2. The rate of weight change in 1 perfusion groups
Group t -t t -t
0 20 20 21
t -t: From the start perfusion
0 20
to 20 hours after perfusion
The rate from t -t was significantly different froi zero
0 20





61 HB -0.0228 +0.0093
t -t: Froi 20 hours after perfusion
20 21
to 21 hours after perfusion
The rate from t -t was not significantly different from zero
20 21
Theoretically, blood or Hb were more effective than the Dextran
in fluid balance, because the protein could_keep the osmotic pre¬
ssure better and longer. Similarly, the osmotic pressure in 30%
blood was theoretically higher than 10% one. However, the rates
of weight decrease for the 4 kinds of solution did not have sign¬
ificant differences. The following reasons were possible, i). The
samples sizes were too small, ii). Within short periods, all skin
flaps appeared obviously necrotic (skin color changed, elasticity
disappeared and bad smell appeared) and the vessels collapsed,
iii). There were too much leakage to allow an effective solution
circulated inside the flap, iv). A change of 20 per cent in the
hematocrit might not change the osmotic pressure significantly,
v). Micro-vessels were obstructed by micro-aggregates in the the
groups using blood, thus allowing no real fluid exchange in the
obstructed areas.
Comparing the edema with weight changes, a closed relationship
was observed. After flushing, all the skin flaps appeared obviou¬
sly edematous. The weight increased obviously. After perfusion,
the edema all became mild and weight decreased accordingly. After
24 hours, the skin flap seemed to be free from visible edema, and
the weight returned to its harvesting value.
5.6. Measurements of outflow
5.6.1. 8% Dextran+ Kreb's solution The venous returns were to
be measured and compared, to indicate tissue perfusion. With time
, the venous return decreased. At 8 hours, it was 0.314 ml hour
(Fig. 5.19). At 20 hour, it was almost close to zero. The mean
venous flow was 0.655 ml hour (Table 5.3). The leakage from 0
to 20 hours decreased. At 20 hours, all connecting tubes were
changed and cleaned (section 3.2.2 and Fig. 3.1) except the
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cannula, the leakage increased for a while from 20 to 24 hours(
this observation also applied to other perfusion groups). After
24 hours, some cases showed no more leakage, and the perfusion
ceased.
5.6.2. 10% diluted rat blood The venous return decreased with
time. At 8 hours, the venous return was 0.268 ml hour (Fig. 5.20
). At 20 hours, it decreased to zero. The mean outflow was 0.486
ml hour. The leakage outflow increased firstly then decreased in
the first 20 hours. After 24 hours, some of the cases had no
leakage.
5.6.3. 30% diluted rat blood The pattern of the venous outflow
was slightly irregular (Fig. 5.21). Firstly, it decreased, then
increased suddenly, and decreased again. At 8 hours, the venous
return was 0.2323 ml hour. At 20 hours, it decreased to 0.002 ml
hour. The mean venous outflow was 0.9017 ml hour. With time,
L
the leakage decreased. After 24 hours, all cases showed no
leakage.
5.6.4. 6% hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution With time, the venous
return decreased (Fig. 5.22). At 1 hour the venous return was of
the largest volume i.e. 4.14 ml hour. Then it decreased to 0.422
ml hour at 8 hours and 0.006 ml hour at 20 hours. The mean out¬
flow of vein was 0.699 ml hour. In the first hour, the leakage
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Fig. 5.19. The outflow rates of skin flap in the groups using 8i
Deitran+ Kreb's solution. Value was expressed as Mean+ SEH,
The perfusion time was possible up to 2k hours.
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Fig. 5.20. The outflow rates of skin flap in the groups using 101
Diluted rat Blood solution. Value was expressed as Hean+ SEH.
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Fig. 5.21. The outflow rates of skin flap in the groups using 301
Diluted rat Blood solution. Value was expressed as Hean+ SEH.
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Perfusion time( hour)
Fig. 5.22. The outflow rates of skin flap in the groups using 61
Heioglobin+ Kreb's solution. Value was expressed as hean+ SEH.
The perfusion time was possible up to 24 hours.
5.6.5. Comparing all groups Within the same group, the venous
outflows were mainly decreasing with time (may be the vascular
resistance increased with time), and stopped finally at 20 hours
(Table 5.3).
For the A different groups, at 8 hours the venous outflows were
not significantly different (N =3, D= 16, F=0.2553, p0.05).
df df
At 20 hours, all A groups had either little or no venous outflow
(N =3, D =16, F=0.73A3, p0.05). The mean flow rates for the A
df df
groups had also no significantly different (Table 5.3; N =3, D
df df
=16, F=0.917, p 0.05). At 20 hours it was almost at infinity.
Although reading no statistic differences, the outflow seemed to
indicated that the group using 6% hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution
was better maintained for a longer duration.
In the skin flap perfusion, a great amount of the solution
leaked out from the cut edges. After 8 hours the venous outflow
was close to zero, but the surface leakage of the flap still
persisted only to decrease gradually with time. After 20 hours,
all leakages increased, but after 2A hours the leakage outflow
decreased again. The leakage in groups using 6% hemoglobin+ Kreb
's solution seemed to be greater among the A groups.
Theoretically, an acellular solution had a higher flow rate
than that of cellular solution. However the venous outflow of A
groups had a similar rate. Similarly, the concentration of red
cells was an important factor governing the blood viscosity(
hematocrit level). A higher concentration of blood cells had a
higher viscosity and a lower flow rate. The following reasons
could be possible, i). The edema, caused by flushing played an
adverse role. The edematous cells blocked the vessels, ii). When
aggregates of cells obstructed patent and broken vessels, but the
venous return and the leakage diminished, iii). Different solu¬
tions might have different evaporation rates, iv). The assessment
was not sufficiently sensitive.
Combining the measurements of skin color, edema and weight, the
relationship was obvious. The skin color was changed by flushing
and perfusion. During 0 to 8 hours, the edema and weight increas¬
ed. when edema and weight decreased, both the venous outflow and
leakage decreased. After 20 hours, when only mild edema was visi¬
ble the flap became drier, the weight returned to its harvesting
value, finally when the vessels collapsed or were blocked, venous
outflow ceased, leakage decreased and subsequently also stopped.
Table 5.3. The venous outflow and wean flow
in 4 perfusion groups
Group 8 hours 20 hours Mean flow
31 Dextran 0.314 0.000 0.655
101 blood 0.268 0.000 0.486
301 blood 0.232 0.002 0.902
61 HB 4.140 0.422 0.699
Unit: ml hour
5.7. Histological examination
5.7.1. No perfusion flap At 3 and 6 hours after harvesting, the
structures of skin were still clear. But the densely stained
cytoplasm indicated that some materials were released from the
cytoplasm and stained with eosin (Table 5.4). At 8 and 12 hours,
the epidermis and dermis became thinner but visible (Table 5.5;
Fig. 5.23). At 24 hours, few nuclei in the dermis were stained by
hematoxylin. This meant that the affinity of nuclei decreased.
However the outline of hair follicles could still be found (Table
5.6; Fig. 5.28). At 48 and 72 hours, most of samples were too
soft to be sectioned (The same problem also applied to other
groups). In the poorly prepared sections, not much useful
features could be found (Table 5.7; Fig. 5.33).
Table 5.4. Summaryof histologic examination at 3 hours after
harvesting (2 hours after perfusion)
Epidermis Dermis Area between Subcutaneous
hair follicle tissues
Group









5.7.2. 8% Dextran+ Kreb's solution At 3 and 6 hours after har¬
vesting (2 and 5 hours after perfusion), the samples showed also
the similar pictures of healthy skin, although dense stains with
eosin appeared in the cytoplasm and weak stains with hematoxylin
appeared in the nuclei. The spaces between the nuclei increased,
in comparison with healthy skin. At 8 and 12 hours, the epidermis
became thinner and showed split layers. Vessels in subcutaneous
tissue were empty (Fig. 5.24). In some areas of the dermis, the
number of nuclei decreased obviously but in other areas nuclei
remained plentiful and hair follicles appeared deformed (patchy
necrosis). The subcutaneous muscular fibers also showed dense
stains with eosin. Some areas had no nuclei. At 24 hours few
healthy nuclei in the dermis could be found, mainly at the base
of the epidermis and the roots of the hair follicles (Fig. 5.29).
After 48 hours, no clear structure was found (Fig. 5.34).
5.7.3. 10% diluted rat blood At 3 and 6 hours after harvesting,
histologies were close to normal. At 8 hours, dense eosin stain¬
ing occurred in the cytoplasm of dermis and muscular fibers. The
epidermis and dermis separated. The nuclei in the areas between
the hair follicles obviously decreased. Some areas had no nuclei.
While others had intact and clear structures of skin (Fig. 5.25).
At 12 hours, the nuclei stains were less than that at 8 hours. At
24 hours, almost all structures of skin, except for a few cells,
could not be clearly found (Fig. 5.30).
Table 5.5. Suiiary of histologic eiaiination at 8 hours after
harvesting (7 hours after perfusion)
Group




















5.7.4. 30% diluted rat blood There were nearly normal pictures
in the samples of 3 hours. But the nuclei were not as much as
seen in healthy samples. The edematous appearances were found.
There were weaker stained with eosin and scanty nuclei. At 6 and
8 hours, epidermis separated with dermis in some areas. The
spaces between the cells of dermis increased. Cytoplasm had a
weak staining with eosin. The distances between the cells increa¬
sed. In some areas of dermis, the number of nuclei decreased.
Faint stains and patch necrosis were observed. It meant the some
areas had poor perfusion (Fig. 5.26). At 12 hours, the numbers of
nuclei decreased, including those in the areas of dermis and
subcutaneous tissues. At 20 and 24 hours, all the structures of
skin disappeared (Fig. 5.31). Only remnants of hair follicles and
muscles, and dense eosin stains were found. Thrombotic vessels
could also be shown in this group.
Table 5.6. Suuaary of histologic examination at 24 hours after
harvesting (23 hours after perfusion)
Epidermis Dermis Area between Subcutaneous
roup
hair follicle tissues












5.7.5. 6% hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution Dense reddish pigmenta¬
tion was found in all structures, even before staining. At 3 and
6 hours, the histologies were similar to healthy skin. The epide¬
rmis and dermis were clear. At 8 hours, dense stains of eosin and
weaker stains of hematoxylin were found (Fig. 5.27). At 12 hours,
single layers of epidermis with obvious patchy necrosis were
found. The muscular sizes decreased. The vessels were obstructed
by a lot of thrombi, which were not stained by hematoxylin. At 24
hours, dense stains of eosin but no stains of hematoxylin were
found (Fig. 5.32).
5.7.6. Comparing all groups Within the same group, in general,
at 3 and 6 Hours, the histological pictures were nearly those
Fig. 5.23. The histologic picture of no perfusion
flap at 8 hours. The epidermis and dermis became
thinner and had weaker stains of hematoxylin. The
hair follicles could be found. The stains with eosin
were also dense in the subcutaneous muscles,
(x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.24. The histologic picture of perfusion
flap at 8 hours, perfused with 8% Dextran+
Kreb's solution. The epidermis and dermis
became thinner and had unclear stains with
hematoxylin. The hair follicles could be found.
The stains with eosin in the dermis were dense.
Dermis split, (x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.25. The histologic picture of perfusion
flap at 8 hours, perfused with 10% Diluted
rat Blood. The epidermis and dermis existed
and had clearer with stains. The areas between
the hair follicles became enlarged. The hair
follicles stained weakly with hematoxylin and
densely with with eosin. (x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.26. The histologic picture of perfusion
flap at 8 hours, perfused with 30% Diluted rat
Blood. The dermis were not clear and stained
with eosin. The areas between the hair follicles
became enlarged and did not be stains with
hematoxylin. The hair follicles could be found,
(x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.27. The histologic picture of perfusion
flap at 8 hours, perfused with 6% Hemoglobin+
Kreb's solution The epidermis and dermis were
still clear but thinner. The areas between the
hair follicles became enlarged, where the
hematoxylin stains decreased. The hair follicles
could be found. The stains with eosin in the
tissue were dense, (x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.28. The histologic picture of no perfusion
flap at 24 hours. The dermis became thinner and
had no hematoxylin stains. No hair follicles could
I be found in the dermis. Eosin stains were dense,
(x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.29. The histologic picture of skin flap
at 24 hours, perfused with 8% Dextran+ Kreb's
solution. The dermis and hair follicles could
not be showed, with hematoxylin. The staining
with eosin were dense, (x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.30. The histologic picture of skin flap
at 24 hours, perfused with 10% diluted rat blood
The outline of epidermis and hair follicles
could be found. But no nuclei stained with
hematoxylin. The dermis and hair follicles could
not be found clearly. The staining with eosin
was dense, (x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.31. The histologic picture of skin flap
at 24 hours, perfused with 30% diluted rat
blood The dermis and hair follicles could not
he found clearly. No hematoxylin stained. The
stains with eosin were dense, (x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.32. The histologic picture of skin
flap at 24 hours, perfused with 6% hemoglobin
+ Kreb's solution The epidermis and dermis
could not be found clearly. No stains with
hematoxylin. The section was stained with
eosin densely, (x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.33. The histologic picture of no perfusion
skin flap at 48 hours The epidermis and dermis
could not be distinguished. No structures of skin
and no stains with hematoxylin could be found.
The staining with eosin were dense, fx 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.34. The histologic picture of perfusion
skin flap at 48 hours, with 8% Dextran+ Kreb's
solution The epidermis and dermis could not
be distinguished. No structures of skin and no
stains with hematoxylin could be found. The
stains with eosin were dense, (x 6.30.55)
normal skin. As time went on, the skin flap became obviously
necrotic between 8 and 24 hours (Table 5.4-5.8).
Table 5.7. SuBiary of histologic eraiination at 48 hours after





hfo-perfusion no structures dense stains of eosin no structures few stains of hematoxylin





Nevertheless, the necrotic degree was different for individual
groups. At 8 hours, it appeared that the degree of necrosis in
the perfusion groups were more severe than that in no-perfusion
group. The possible reason may be that the perfusion flaps were
disturbed by the perfusion. Among the perfusion groups, the
histological pictures seemed to indicate that the necrotic degree
in the group using 6% hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution was less
severe than the other 3 groups. The Q% Dextran group came next,
whilst the groups using blood had more severely necrotic. At 24
hours, the perfusion flaps appeared more or less the same as no-
perfusion flaps. All flaps had completely necrotic (Table 5.5-
5.7). No quantitative parameter could be successfully used to
support the above observations.
Theoretically, after the tissues were perfused with serum-like
solutions, the viability would be better than that of nonperfused
tissues. In contrast, the histologies showed, that the perfusion
groups had poor viability. The reasons would be discussed in
Chapter 7.
Combining the above observations, the relationship seemed to be
obvious. After flushing and perfusion, the skin flaps appeared
edematous and increased in weight. Histologies showed increased
spaces between the cells which became enlarged. Stains of eosin
and hematoxylin became weaker in the epidermis and dermis. With
more prolonged perfusion, the edema became milder, the venous out
flows and the weights decreased and the patchy necrosis became
obvious. The number of nuclei was decreasing all the time. At 24
hours, the skin flaps turned grayish, weight returned to the same
level as initially, and venous outflow totally stopped. Complete
necrosis was undoubtedly obvious at 48 hours.
5.8. Histochemical examination
5.8.1. No-perfusion flap At 3 or 6 hours after harvesting, the
structures in the epidermis and areas between the hair follicles
showed strong and clear stains with Nitro-BT(+++; Table 5.8). At
9 or 12 hours, the stains were stronger in the hair follicles.
The areas between the hair follicles became weaker (Table 5.9;
Fig. 5.35). At 20 or 24 hours, weaker stains were only found in
the most peripheral part of the section (Table 5.10; Fig. 5.40).
After 48 hours, few cases could be sectioned and stained but no
blue deposits were shown at all (Fig. 5.45; This result applied
also to other groups).
5.8.2. Q% Dextran -f Kreb's solution The skin flap seemed to
have clearer and stronger blue deposits, in comparison to other
groups (Table 5.8). Before 8 hours, stronger stains were found in
the epidermis and subcutaneous tissues. At 8 hours, the hair
follicles had stronger stains(+++, Fig. 5.36). Between the hair
follicles, the stains were weaker(+). After 24 hours, no stains
appeared in the dermis and epidermis. Occasionally, stains showed
in the dermis, but they were not regular (Fig 5.41).
5.8.3. 10% diluted rat blood Before 8 hours, stronger Nitro-BT
stains were observed in the dermis and epidermis, but at 8 hours,
it appeared only in the hair follicles. The areas between hair
follicles showed slight stains (Fig. 5.37). At 24 hours, the
dermis stains became weaker and more irregular (Fig. 5.42).
5.8.4. 30% diluted rat blood Although stronger stains appeared
throughout the whole sections of first 8 hours. At 8 hours, the
stains mainly occurred in the hair follicles and subcutaneous
tissues. The areas between hair follicles showed decreased stains
(Fig. 5.38). At 20 and 24 hours, few blue Nitro-BT deposited in
the dermis (Table 5.11; Fig. 5.43).
5.8.5. 6% hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution Stronger stains appeared
in the samples of 3 or 6 hour. At 8 hours the stains in the areas
between the hair follicles became weaker, but the stains in hair
Table 5.8. Histocheiical appearances at 3 hours after






: Very strong, +t: Stronger,+: Strong, Weak,-: Mo deposit.
Group
Epidermis Hair follicle Area between Subcutaneous
hair follicle tissue
follicles were still existing (Fig. 5.39). At 20 and 24 hours,
although stronger stains were found in the epidermis or dermis(
+++), no structure of hair follicles was found there (Fig. 5.44).
Table 5.9. Histocheaica1 appearances at 8 hours after
harvesting (7 hours after perfusion)








: Very strong,++: Stronger,+: Strong,+-: leak,-: Mo deposit.
Table 5.10. Histocheaical appearances at 26 hours after
harvesting (23 hours after perfusion)







: Very strong,++: Stronger,+: Strong,+-: Weak,-: Mo deposit.
5.8.6. Comparing all groups Within the same group, the stains
decreased with time, because the SDH decreased in the necrotized
tissues (Table 5.7-5.10). A clear but not strong stains were
found, at 3 and 6 hours after harvesting. At 8 and 12 hours, the
areas between the hair follicles had no blue deposit, which exis¬
ted mainly in the hair follicles and subcutaneous muscular fibers
, because the above tissues had higher SDH. At 20 and 24 hours,
few Nitro-BT stained in the epidermis and subcutaneous tissues
but irregular, which were possible that the cells necrotized and
crowded together.
Fig. 5.35. The histochemical picture of
no perfusion shin flap at 8 hours. The
dermis and hair follicles were stained
strongly. The areas between the hair
follicles were stained weakly.
(x 100.55)
Fig. 5.36. The histochemical picture of
skin flap at 8 hours, with 8% Dextran
+ Kreb's Solution. The dermis and
hair follicles and the areas between
the hair follicles were stained
strongly and clearly(+++). (x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.37. The histochemical picture of
perfusion flap at 8 hours, with 10%
Diluted rat Blood. The dermis and
hair follicles were stained strongly.
The areas between the hair follicles
were stained weakly, (x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.38. The histochemical picture of
perfusion flap at 8 hours, with 30%
diluted rat blood. The dermis and
hair follicles were stained strongly.
The areas between the hair follicles
were stained weakly, (x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.39. The histochemical picture
of perfusion flap at 8 hours, with 6%
hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution. The
dermis and hair follicles were stained
strongly. The areas between the hair
follicles were stained weakly. Frozen
section. Nitro-BT stains, (x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.40. The histochemical picture of no
perfusion skin flap at 24 hours. The
dermis and hair follicles and the areas
between the hair follicles were stained
weakly. Frozen section. Nitro-BT stains,
(x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.41. Histochemical appearance of
perfusion skin flap, with 8% Dextran+
Kreb's solution for 24 hours.
The outline of epidermis and hair follicles
could be found. Local staining could be
found. But no structures of skin existed.
The sign was-. Nitro-BT stain.
(x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.42. The histochemical picture of
perfusion flap at 24 hours, with 10%
Diluted rat Blood. The dermis and
hair follicles and the areas between the
hair follicles were stained weakly.
Nitro-BT stains, (x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.43. The histochemical picture of
perfusion flap at 24 hours, with 30%
diluted rat blood. The dermis and
hair follicles and the areas between
the hair follicles were stained weakly.
Nitro-BT stains, (x 6.30,55)
Fig. 5.44. The histochemical picture
of perfusion flap at 24 hours, with
6% hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution. The
dermis and hair follicles and the
areas between the hair follicles
were stained weakly. Nitro-BT stains,
(x 6.30.55)
Fig. 5.45. The histochemical picture of no
perfusion skin flap at 48 hours. The
dermis and hair follicles and the areas
between the hair follicles did not be
stained with Nitro-BT. Frozen section,
(x 6.30.55)
The staining degrees were different for individual groups. At 8
hours the stains seemed to indicated that SDH in the no-perfusion
flap was more than that in the perfusion groups. Among the perfu¬
sion groups, the SDH in the group using 6% hemoglobin+ Kreb's
solution seemed to be more than others. 10% diluted rat blood was
next. At 24 hours, the stains seemed to indicated that the perfu¬
sion flaps were the same as no-perfusion flap. All flaps showed
no stains in the dermis. Mo quantitative parameter could be used
to support the above observation.
Results of Nitro-BT stain related well with the histological
findings: after 24-48 hours the tissues appeared necrosis, blue
deposits decreased. Combining previous observations, the correla¬
tions were obvious, as shown in the section of 5.7.6. Edema,
weight changes and decreasing outflow indicated poor circulation,
histologies showed necrosis, which led to decrease SDH. Although
the solutions could support the energy, it seemed to be not
enough.
5.9.Summary:
5 groups and 25 pieces of flap were perfused, with 4 kinds of
solutions under a fixed pressure. The results were analyzed and
compared. The viabilities were not poor.
5.9.1. Color, edema and other signs The color of skin flap was
dependable of perfusion solution and perfusion time. The group
using 10% diluted rat blood seemed to be better. All flaps became
obvious edema after flushing and mild one at first 8 hours. After
8 hours, all flaps became smaller and smaller. The group using 6%
hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution seemed to be better. After 24 hours,
the skin became grayish and lost its elasticity. After 48 hours
flap became drier and darker, more obviously in the groups using
30% blood and controlled group.
5.9.2. Weights The 4 kinds of solutions had no significant dif¬
ferences in the rate of weight decreasing during 0-20 hours and
20-24 hours (P 0.05). The group using 6% hemoglobin+ Kreb's
solution seemed to be better. All flaps increased weight obvious¬
ly after flushing. At 20 hours of perfusion, the weight was
similar with that at harvesting.
5.9.3. Outflow The outflow was affected mainly by the tissue
itself. But individual solutions had comparable venous outflows(
p0.05). The circulation in the flap was poor. The group using 6%
hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution seemed to have greater outflows in
both leakage and venous return. Although the differences had no
significance statistically.
5.9.4. Histological examination Although the histology showed
the progressive deterioration in the same group. It did not made
the quantitative conclusion about which was better. All perfusion
groups showed edema and patchy necrosis during the first 8 hours.
At 24 hours, the flap became necrosis. The necrosis in perfusion
groups was earlier and more obvious than the no-perfusion one.
5.9.5. Histochemical examinations The pictures also showed pro¬
gressive weakening in stains of the same group (Table 5.12). Un-
fortunately, the staining could not be quantitative compared in
the different groups.
Table 5.11. Mitro-BT staining in all groups.
Result Epidermis Hair follicles Area between Subcutaneous








Stronger!++: Strong,+: Weaker, Weak, Ho deposit.
Chapter 6. RESULTS OF PERFUSION IN VIV(
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the results of in vivo perfusion will be pre:
ented with the control (no-perfusion). The results included gro;
and microscopic observations, and outflow measurements.
6.2. Gross observations of flap
6.2.1. No-perfusion flap Shortly after harvesting, the skin
flap contracted and showed a pink reddish color. After grafting
back, the skin flap became pale. In the first 24 hours, the color
changed very little (Table 6.1). With time, the skin flap became
thinner and thinner. No bleeding appeared in the cutting edges.
After 24 hours, part of the skin became grayish and mildly swell¬
ing up (Fig. 6.1). After 48 hours, the skin flap became complete¬
ly grayish or partially black (Fig. 6.4). At this time, when the
rat was sacrificed, the skin flap was found to be loosely stuck
to the recipient bed. The subcutaneous tissues became thinner. At
72 hours, the skin flaps became completely black. Its elasticity
remained (Fig. 6.7). A reduction in size and a foul-smell was
noted. In 3 out of 5 skin flaps, a small amount of yellow fluid
accumulated under the skin flap.
6.2.2. 8% Dextran+ Kreb's solution After harvesting, cannulat-
ing and grafting, the skin color changed from pink to pink redd¬
ish. And the skin flap had mildly swollen (This change also
applied to other perfusion flaps). After perfusing, the skin flap
turned obviously pale. After 24 hours of perfusion (24 hours of
grafting), the color was pale or grayish (Fig. 6.2). The skin
flap became thinner and smaller. The subcutaneous tissues became
thinner and even disappeared. After 48 hours, part of the skin
appeared black. It differed obviously from the surrounding
tissues (Fig. 6.5). In this group, only one skin flap could be
perfused for up to 72 hours. The reasons will be discussed in
section 6.6 (it could also be applied in other perfusion groups).
At that time, the skin flap was obviously grayish and black, when
the recipient bed was brick reddish (Fig 6.8). in all other
flaps, blockage of the perfusion system occurred after 48 hours.
In this group, leakage from subcutaneous tissues commonly occu¬
rred, which became edematous. The solution also oozed into the
deeper tissues but for the rats which were sacrificed after 24
hours, no more solution was found to be stored under the skin
flap (Fig. 6.8). And in some areas, the skin flaps were adhered
closely to the recipient.
Table 6.1. Gross appearances of in vivo perfusion flaps. With time, the rats died,
which will be discussed in section o.o. After 48 hours, there were less










































































Time: -1= After harvesting; 0= After flushing and before perfusion
1,2,3.......= After perfusion for 1,2,3 hour
[)'. Howmuch cases were observed at that time
red: reddish
6.2.3. 10% diluted rat blood Shortly after perfusion, the skin
flap became pale reddish or brick reddish and had mildly edemat¬
ous. With time, the color became more and more brick reddish. Mo
bleeding appeared in the cutting mouth. After 24 hours, the flap
became thinner and grayish. After 48 hours, the blackness became
complete and obvious. And the elasticity of tissues seemed to
disappear (Fig. 6.6). When the rat was sacrificed, the skin flap
was shown not to adhere to the recipient bed. The surrounding
tissues also became brick reddish. After 72 hours, the skin flap
became grayish and contracted (only 2 case, Table. 6.9).
6.2.4. 30% diluted rat blood Shortly after perfusion, the skin
flap became brick reddish and turned mildly edematous. It was
more obvious than that in the group using 10% blood. At 8 hours,
the mini-hematoma appeared in the 2 out of 5 cases. After 24
hours, the skin flap showed obviously grayish. When the recipient
bed was checked at that time, it was stained brick reddish. The
reddish substances accumulated under the skin flap and separated
the flap from the recipient bed. After 48 hours (one case), the
flap became black and contracted. The subcutaneous tissues became
thinner. The recipient bed was also brick reddish, when the skin
'flap was re-harvested. After 72 hours, the skin flap became black
(only 1 case was observed, which will be discussed in 6.6.).
6.2.5. 6% hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution Shortly after perfusion,
the skin flap became brick reddish. It was deeper than that in
the group using blood. With time, the skin flap became obviously
black (Fig. 6.3). When the rat died within the first 24 hours,
Fig, 6.1. The gross appearances of the
no-perfusion flap, at 24 hours. The
skin flap was pale reddish in part and
part of flap was darkness, It had mild
edema. The elasticity of skin flap was
better,
Fig. 6.2. The gross appearances of a grafted
flap, perfused with U Deitran+ Kreb's
solution for 24 hours, The skin became
pale after perfusion. The surrounding tissue,
became pale reddish and mild edema. The
elasticity of skin flap existed.
Fig. 6.3. The gross appearances of grafted
flap, perfused with 61 Hemoglobin+ Kreb's
solution for 24 hours. The skin became
brick and grayish, The flap had mildly
edematous, The surrounding tissues became
brick reddish and edema, The flap became
thinner. The elasticity of tissues existed.
?ig. 6.4. The gross appearances of the 
uo-perfusion flap at 48 hours. The most 
ireas of skin flap became blacker. The 
elasticity existed.
?ig. 6.5. The gross appearances of grafted 
lap, perfused with 81 Dextran + Kreb's 
lolution for 48 hours. Only 3 cases had 
)een observed grossly up to 48 hours, in this 
[roup. The skin flap became pale. The surroun- 
ling tissue became reddish and mild edema.
.’he elasticity of flap existed.
?ig. 6.6. The gross appearances of a grafted 
:lap, perfused with 10% Blood solution for 
18 hours. The most areas of skin flap 
lecame reddish and a half became darkness. *
The surrounding tissue became pale reddish ^  
m d  mild edema. The elasticity of tissues 
existed. In this group. 4 cases out of 5 cases 
lad been observed grossly at 48 hours.
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Fig. 6.7. The gross appearances of
he no-perfusion flap at 72 hours.
Part of the skin flap became black,
part pale and mildly edematous. The
flap differed to the surrounding tissues.
The elasticity existed.
Fig. 6.8. The gross appearances of
recipient bed, in the group using 8$
Dextran+ Kreb's solution at 72 hours.
!The recipient bed was found to be pale,
reddish and no obviously connection of
tskin flap. Only 1 cases had been observed
(grossly after 72 hours of perfusion,
Fig. 6.9. The gross appearances of
recipient bed, in the group using 6
Hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution at 48
hours. The recipient bed was found
:to be brick reddish, and no obviously
connection of skin flap. In this group,
only 2 cases had been observed grossly
up to 48 hours.
»the recipient bed and surrounding tissues were shown to be brick
reddish. It was supposed to be stained by the hemoglobin. The
reddish substances accumulated under the skin flap. After 48
t
hours (2 out 5 cases were perfused), the skin flap became blacker
and drier. The elasticity of tissues was poor. The skin flap
became thinner. The recipient and surrounding tissues were shown
to be brick reddish (Fig. 6.9).
6.2.6. Comparing all groups Within the same group, after harve¬
sting, the skin flap became pink, after flushing out during the
cannulation. After suturing back, the skin flap became pale redd¬
ish. After perfusion, the color differed in the different groups.
And the flap color also differed obviously from the surrounding
tissues. The skin flap had mildly edematous. After 48 hours, all
skin flap became firmer and drier than before. After 72 hours,
for those skin flaps which could still be perfused, they contrac¬
ted and became obviously smaller (Table 6.1 and 6.9).
After perfusion, the appearance of skin flap differed among
individual groups. The reasons of skin color changing had been
discussed in the section 5.2.6. After grafting, the skin flap was
adhered to the recipient by the fibrin exuding from the recipient
bed. In the group using 8% Dextran+ Kreb's solution, the adhe¬
sion seemed to be stronger than that in the other groups,
possibly because no more solution stayed under the skin flap. In
the other 3 groups, the bloody substances accumulated under the
skin flap (hematoma). The perfusion solution was not absorbed by
the surrounding tissues and drained out from wound totally. They
separated the skin flap form recipient bed.
From the gross examination, evidence was not available that
perfusion had positive effects, because all 4 groups showed sig¬
nificant necrosis after 48 hours. However, in the first 24 hours,
the group using blood and Hb seemed to give similar color as
healthy tissues, but they appeared more edematous than the no
perfusion flaps.
6.3. Measurement of perfusion outflow
6.3.1. 8% Dextran+ Kreb's solution The venous return and leak¬
ing drainages in suction were compared to indicate the tissue
perfusion. Shortly after perfusion, the drainages from vein and
suction were greater. Then the outflow decreased with time, until
it totally stopped eventually. Some cases showed cessation of
outflow from 4 hours to 24 hours. It was possible that venous
leakage still occurred from the cut edges. No statistical ana¬
lysis was used to compare perfusion outflow and drainages with
the different (Table 6.2). The reasons were due to i). Some rats
died within 24 hours. No paired test could then be done. It will
be discussed in section 6.6. ii). The drainage volumes from the
vein obviously did not reflect the complete outflow, because of
the copious leakage.
6.3.2. 10X diluted rat blood After perfusion, the outflow prog¬
ress in an irregular pattern. At 8 hours part of drainage in
suction and, at 20 hours, all the venous outflow stopped (Table
6.2).
6.3.3. 30% diluted rat blood In the first hour, 1 out 5 cases
had no venous return and some cases had no drainage in suction(
Table 6.2). They meant that although the perfusion still was
performed, most of the solution either leaked from the wound or
arterial blockage made entry impossible. These would be discussed
in section 7.2.3.







0.00=no outflow was collected
Time
6.3.A. 6% hemoglobin+ Rreb's solution In the first hour after
perfusion, mean venous outflows and drainage in suction were
greater than other perfusion groups (average outflow in vein was
3.A5 ml hour and leakage in suction was 2.6 mlhour, Table 6.2).
Zero values were also found in some cases, during perfusion. But
cessation of venous outflow stopped at 8 hours after perfusion.
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progressed in the irregular pattern. They showed little or even
no venous returns (Table 6.2). The outflows seemed to have exuded
mainly from the wound. The circulation was poor. In the in vitro
study, the perfusion pressure was fixed. The outflow decreased
and vascular resistance increased with the time. In the in vivo
study, the perfusion rate was fixed, the same result was seen.
The possible factors would be discussed in Chapter 7.
From the outflow assessments, although statistic analyzing was
not available. It seemed to indicate that the group using 8% dex-
tran+ Kreb's solution was better. The outflow persisted longer
than other groups.
Combining the gross observation, the relationship was obvious.
After the perfusion, although the skin color differed from the
surrounding tissues, it looked alive. The tissue elasticity exis¬
ted. The outflow could be collected from vein (the veins were
patent). In the obviously edematous cases the outflow was little.
After 24 hours, the outflow was little. Something stayed under
the skin flap and made the tissue necrotic. The skin color became
black. The elasticity was poor.
6.4. Histological examination
6.4.1. No-perfusion flap After 24 hours of grafting, the histo¬
logy showed that the epidermis became thinner or having even sin¬
gle layer. The dermis showed thinner with weakly hematoxylin and
strongly eosin staining. Many nuclei crowded in the subcutaneous
tissues (Table 6.3; Fig. 6.10). But the deeper muscle in the
recipient bed was nearly normal. In the surrounding tissues, the
squamous epidermis became gradually thinner. They had dense
stains with eosin and weaker with hematoxylin, but clear. In the
areas distal to the skin flap, the tissues were normal.
After 48 hours, the dermis became necrotic. The subcutaneous
fats shrank and the cells became crowded. The muscular fibers
became smaller and acquired strong eosinophilic stain (Table 6.4;
Fig. 6.15). At 72 hours the necrosis became more considerable(
Table 6.5; Fig. 6.20). In the surrounding epidermis, it gradually
thickened and appeared to develop multiple layers, when compared
with the healthy skin (Fig. 6.22).
6.4.2. 8% Dextran+ Kreb's solution Before staining, the whole
section was colorless. After 24 hours of perfusion (24 hours of
grafting), denser eosin and weaker hematoxylin were shown. The
epidermis became separated from the dermis, which became thinner.
Few nuclei appeared in the epidermis and hair follicles of dermis
(two cases were biopsied and examined under microscopically
around 24 hours; Fig. 6.11). The muscular fibers were stained by
dense eosin and weak hematoxylin. The tissues in recipient side
also showed signs of necrosis. Muscular fibers became atrophic.
The size became smaller and nuclei disappeared. Deeper to it, the
tissues were normal. The structures in the surrounding tissues
also became unclear. The squamous epidermis became thinner.
After 48 hours, the epidermis could not be distinguished from
the dermis. No hematoxylin was stained. The subcutaneous tissues
even disappeared totally (2 cases had been biopsied and examined
under microscopy; Fig. 6.16). Some of the vessels in the skin
flap was obstructed by the cellular materials (it were not the
same as that in the in vitro perfusion). At 72 hours, the samples
were too soft to be frozen sectioned (The same problems alsot
applied to other groups). But in the paraffin section, no hema¬
toxylin staining were shown in the skin flap (only 1 out 5 cases
had been biopsied around 72 hours of perfusion; Fig. 6.21).
6.4.3. 10% diluted rat blood After 24 hours of perfusion, the
epidermis and dermis showed few hematoxylin staining (one case;
Fig. 6.12). The subcutaneous fats disappeared. The subcutaneous
muscle showed strong eosin and no more hematoxylin staining. In
the surrounding tissues, the epidermis became thinner. The struc¬
tures became unclear.
After 48 hours, the skin flap showed no hematoxylin staining.
In the surrounding tissues, few hematoxylin stained. But in the
paraffin section, the nuclei crowded in the subcutaneous tissues
(only two cases had been examined microscopically; Fig 6.17).
6.4.4. 30% diluted rat blood After 24 hours, same histology as
10% blood was shown (three cases had been biopsied and stained;
Fig. 6.13). No nuclei was shown in the areas between the hair
follicles. Few nuclei existed in the epidermis and the roots of
hair follicles. The epidermis became thinner and separated from
dermis. The subcutaneous muscle fiber showed strong eosin
staining and weak hematoxylin. The surrounding epidermis became
thinner. The structures became unclear.
After 48 hours, no hematoxylin staining was shown in the skin
flap. The structures in the surrounding tissues became unclear
only one case had been biopsied; Fig. 6.18).
Table 6.3. Suanary of histologic eiaiination at 24 hours after perfusion (after 24 hours after grafting)
in the biopsy flaps.- The no-perfusion group had been check for about 5 pieces of skin
flap, in the pilot and experimental perfusion.
Group










dense stains of eosin; weak stains with dense stains with eosin
weak hematoxylin stains hematoxylin in muscular fibers
dense eosin
dense stains of eosin weak stains with dense stains with eosin




Table 6.4. Suaaary of histologic eiaiination at 46 hours after perfusion (after 48 hours of grafting)
in the biopsy flaps. The no-perfusion group had been check for about 5 pieces of skin
flap, in the pilot and experimental perfusion.
Group
Cases Epidermis Denis Areas between Subcutaneous
hair follicle tissues
No-perfusion clear and thinner; dense eosin few stains of decrease of
thinner stains; few stains hematoxylin subcutaneous fat
hematoxylin; clear dense eosin stains
unclear thinner; dense eosin few stains of disappearance of
stains; few stains hematoxylin subcutaneous fat








Table 6.5. Suiiary of histologic examination at 72 hours after perfusion (72 hours after grafting) in the
biopsy flaps. The no-perfusion group had been check for about 5 pieces of skin
flap, in the pilot and experimental perfusion.
Group




No-perfusion clear but thinner dense stains of eosin few staiDS of rew stains of hematoxylin
single layers weaker and few stains hematoxylin still clear
hematoxylin still clear
no structures dense stains of eosin no structures few stains of hematoxylinKreb's+Dextran 1
101 blood 2
301 blood 1
61 HB+ Kreb's 0 no samples
Fig. 6.10. The histologic picture of a cross
section in a no-perfusion flap for 24 hours.
In the grafted flap (left side), the
structures of tissues were not distinguished,
In the surrounding tissues, the epidermis
showed multiple layers(). Nuclei crowded
in the subcutaneous tissues ((V). Paraffin
section, (x 6.3)
Fig. 6.11. The histologic picture of skin
flap, perfused with 8% Dextran+ Kreb's
solution for 40 hours. The epidermis
and dermis became thinner. Few hematoxylin
was shown. The subcutaneous tissue also
appeared necrosis. Two cases had been
observed under microscopy in this group
before 48 hours of perfusion. Frozen
section, (x 6.3)
Fig. 6.12. The histologic picture of skin
flap, perfused with 101 Diluted rat blood
for 24 hours. The right side was skin
flap. The epidermis and dermis became
thinner, and could not be distinguished
I each other. Few nuclei in dermis could be
shown. The left side was surrounding
tissues, it also became necrotic. Only one
case had been observed under microscopy.
Frozen section, (x 6.3)
Fig. 6.13. The histologic picture of shin
flap, perfused with 30% Diluted rat blood
for 24 hours, A lot of materiel 1 crowded
inside the subcutaneous vessels. A lot of
nuclei crowded in the fat. Three cases had
been observed microscopically around 24
s hours of perfusion. Paraffin section,
(x 6.30.55)
Fig. 6.14. The histologic picture of skin
flap for 24 hours, perfused with 6% hemoglobin
+ Kreb's solution. The structures of tissues
were unclear. Three cases had been observed
under microscopy around 24 hours of perfusion.
Frozen section, (x 6.3)
Fig. 6.15. The histologic picture of a no-
perfusion flap for 48 hours. The structures
were clear. The epidermis was single layer.
The dermis showed clear and regular hema¬
toxylin staining. Frozen section, (x 6.3)
Fig. 6.16. The histologic picture of skin
flap, perfused with 8% Dextran+ Kreh's
solution for 48 hours. The right side was
skin flap. The epidermis and dermis became
thinner, and could not be distinguished eacf
other. Few nuclei in dermis could be shown.
The left side was surrounding tissues, it
also appeared necrosis. Two cases had been
observed under microscopy in this group
around 48 hours of perfusion. Frozen
section, (x 6.3)
Fig. 6.17. The histologic picture of a cross
section of skin flap was perfused with 10%
Diluted rat blood for 48 hours. The
structure could be distinguished but weaker
hematoxylin staining. The epidermis could be
distinguished from dermis. The fat showed
lot of hematoxylin staining. Two cases hadj w
been observed under microscopy around 48
hours of perfusion. Frozen section,
(x 100.55)
Fig. 6.18. The histologic picture of skin
flap, perfused with 30% Dilute rat blood
for 48 hours. The epidermis split in
some areas. The nuclei in dermis decreased.
The recipient tissues also showed necrotic
changes. Only one cases had been observed
microscopically around 48 hours of perfu¬
sion. paraffin section, (x 100.55)
Fig. 6.19. The Histologic picture of
skin flap, perfused with 6$ Hemoglobin
+ Kreb's solution for 48 hours. The
right side was recipient, the left side
was skin flap. The epidermis split in
some areas. The dermis nuclei decreased
The recipient tissues also had necrotic
Two cases had been observed around 48
hours in this group. And no cases were
examined after 48 hours of perfusion.
Frozen section, (x 100.55)
Fig. 6.20. The histologic picture of
no-perfusion flap for 72 hours. The
structures of tissues could still be
distinguished clearly.
Frozen section, (x 6.3)
Fig. 6.21. The histologic picture of skin
flap, perfused with 81 Dextran+ Kreb's
solution for 72 hours. The epidermis
and dermis became thinner. Few nuclei
in dermis could be shown. The recipient
tissue also appeared necrosis. Only one
case had been biopsied and examined
under microscopically after 48 hours of
perfusion. Paraffin section, (x 6.3)
Fig. 6.22. The histologic picture of no-
perfusion flap for 72 hours. Nuclei
crowded in the deeper recipient tissues
(). Muscular fibers decreased nuclei
(). The vessels in recipient were
empty(). Frozen section. Hematoxylin
and Eosin stains, (x 6.3)
Fig. 6.23. The histologic picture of a no-perfusion
flap for 48 hours. The new vessels had the
single layers of epithelium, in the recipient
bed(). Other vessels filled with a lot of
acellular materials(). Paraffin section.
(x 6.3)
6.4.5. 6% hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution Even before staining the
section was shown to be brick reddish, including the surrounding
tissues. After 24 hours of perfusion (Two cases had been biopsied
and examined microscopically; Fig. 6.14), the eosinophilic stain¬
ing was strong. Only the epidermis or the root of hair follicles
showed few staining of hematoxylin. The subcutaneous tissues
decreased, and showed unclear structures. In the surrounding
tissues, the epidermis became thinner. No more nuclei were seen.
Because the rat died at night after 24 hours, the samples were
prepared by paraffin section. After 48 hours, the skin flap show¬
ed no hematoxylin staining. The subcutaneous tissues showed the
crowding nuclei (Fig. 6.19). Because of the rats died, no skin
flap was observed up to 72 hours.
6.4.6. The growing vessels The no-perfusion flap showed the new
vessels in the paraffin section. up to 48 hours. Many mini-spaces
with a single cellular layer were shown in the surrounding der-
mis. The materials with no nuclei existed inside the these space
(Fig. 6.23).
6.4.7. Comparing all groups Within the same group, at 24 hours
the skin flaps became necrotic. The structures became unclear.
Epidermis and dermis turned thinner. The subcutaneous tissues,
mainly the fat disappeared. The. subcutaneous muscle atrophied.
The subcutaneous vessels were obstructed. It contracted. Although
the skin flap was flushed before and after grafting, the vessels
did not be diluted again. The surrounding tissues also became
necrotic, possibly due to the surgical trauma, or metabolic
materials. After 24 hours, the necrosis was more obvious and
complete. Nearer the skin surface, more evidence of the necrosis
were seen. After 48 hours, no active growth occurred in the
recipient and surrounding tissues.
The degree of necrosis seemed to be different with individual
group. After 24 hours, the no-perfusion flap changed little. The
group using 8% dextran+ Kreb's solution still showed few struct-
ures. Among the perfusion groups, it seemed to be better than
other groups. Nevertheless, the quantitative conclusion of which
solution was better was not available to make by the histology.
Combining the previous measurements, the relationship seemed Co
be obvious. After 24 hours of perfusion, no more venous outflow
occurred. The gross appearances differed obviously from the surr-
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ounding tissues. The circulation was poor. The skin flap lost
nutrient and oxygen. The tissues became necrotic. Similarly, the
gross appearance in the perfusion groups looked poor than that in
the no-perfusion group. The histology was poor.
6.5. Histochemical examination
6.5.1. No-perfusion flap At 24 hours of grafting, strong stains
existed in the both skin flap (Table 6.6; Fig. 6.24,+++) and
surrounding tissues. At 48 hours, the stains were stronger but
irregular (Table 6.7; Fig. 6.29). At 72 hours, no blue or scanty
blue deposit was shown in the dermis. But the subcutaneous and
surrounding tissues had a stronger stained(+++, Table 6.8; Fig.
6.33).
6.5.2. 8% Dextran+ Rreb's solution After 24 hours of perfusion
(24 hours after grafting), Nitro-BT staining was weaker in the
epidermis and dermis(+), stronger in the subcutaneous and surro¬
unding tissues(+++, Fig. 6.25). After 48 hours (48 hours after
grafting), the whole skin flap showed weak and irregular stain¬
ing. In the surrounding tissues stain was still stronger (Fig. 6.
30). But in comparison to the other perfusion groups, its stains
seemed to be stronger. Although in one cases, the perfusion could
be performed up to 72 hours, the samples were too soft to be sec¬
tioned (The same problems also applied to other groups).
6.5.3. 10% diluted rat blood After 24 hours for perfusion (24
hours after grafting), stains with Nitro—BT vere also weaker in
the epidermis and dermis. The subcutaneous and surrounding tis-
sues showed strong staining (Fig. 6.26,+++). After 48 hours of
perfusion (2 out 5 cases), the skin flap showed few stains. But
the surrounding tissues showed stronger stains (Fig. 6.31).
6.5.4. 30% diluted rat blood After perfusion 24 hours (24 hours
after grafting), the epidermis and dermis showed weaker staining
with Nitro-BT. The subcutaneous tissues showed stronger staining
(+++, Fig. 6.27). After 48 hours of perfusion, the skin flap
showed few stains. But in the surrounding tissues stronger stain
was shown (only one case; Fig. 6.32).
6.7.5. 6% hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution After perfusion 24 hours
, stains became weaker both in the areas of the hair follicles
and subcutaneous tissues of the skin flap (three cases were just
biopsied and examined microscopically: Fig. 6.28). Because the
rat died at night after 24 hours, the samples were prepared by
paraffin section. No Nitro-BT was shown (2 cases; Table 6.8).
Table 6.6. Histocheisical appearances around 24 hours after perfusion in vivo (24 hours after grafting
) in the biopsy flaps. The no-perfusion group had been check for about .5 pieces of skin flap
, in the pilot and experimental perfusion.
Cases Epidermis Hair follicle Area between Subcutaneous Surrounding
hair follicle tissue tissuesGroup
6.7.6. Comparing all groups Within the same perfusion group, at
24 hours after perfusion, the Nitro-BT staining had been weaker.
In the surrounding tissues, the staining was stronger but










ii t egular. After 48 hours, only few blue deposits were shown in
the hair follicles.
Table 6.7. Histochemical appearances at 48 hours after perfusion in vivo (48 hours after perfusion
) in the biopsy flaps. The no-perfus ion group had been check for about 5 pieces of skin
flap, in the pilot and experimental perfusion.
Cases Epidermis Hair follicle Area between Subcutaneous Surrounding










Hf. Stronger,++: Strong,+: Weaker,+: Weak, Bo deposit.
The degree of staining seemed to be different with individual
groups (Table 6.6-8), but the differences were not significant.
After 24 hours, the group using 8% dextran+ Kreb's solution
seemed to have stronger stains with Nitro-BT. After 48 hours of
perfusion, there was no difference. The stains in the no perfusion
flap were stronger and regular than that in the perfusion groups.
Unfortunately, no quantitative parameter was available to support
them.
Table 6.8. Histochemical appearances at 72 hours after perfusion in vivo (72 hours after
perfusion). The no-perfusion group had been check for about 5 pieces of skin
flap, in the pilot and experimental perfusion.
Combining previous measurements, the relationship was obvious.
After 24 hours, the outflows in the vein and suction were little,
and even no. The skin color differed obviously from both that in











Cases Epidermis Bair follicle Area between Subcutaneous Surrounding
hair follicle tissue tissues
Fig. 6.24. The histochemical picture
of a no-perfusion flap for 24 hours.
The flap had a weaker stains in the
areas between the hair follicles of
dermis, (x 6.3)
Fig. 6.25. The histochemica1 picture of
skin flap, perfused with 8% Dextran+
Kreb's solution, for 40 hours. The
right side was surrounding tissues. The
left side was skin flap. The epidermis
and dermis showed strong staining. The
areas between the hair follicles showed
weak staining. In this group, two cases
had been checked under microscopy before
48 hours, (x 6.3)
Fig. 6.26. The histochemica1 picture of
skin flap, perfused with 10% Diluted rat
Blood for 24 hours. The epidermis and
dermis showed weak staining. The subcu¬
taneous tissues showed stronger but
irregular staining. In this group, two cases
had been checked under microscopy before
48 hours.
Frozen section (x 6.3)
Fig. 6.27. The histochemical picture of
skin flap, perfused with 30% Diluted rat
Blood for 24 hours. The right side was
surrounding tissues. The left side was
skin flap. It showed weak staining. Three
cases had been checked microscopically
before 48 hours in this group, (x 6.3).
Frozen section
Fig. 6.28. The histochemical picture of
skin flap, perfused with 6$ hemoglobin+
8% dextran for 24 hours. The strong
Nitro-BT staining was shown in the areas
around the hair follicle. Three cases out
of five cases in this group had been
checked under microscopy before 48 hours,
(x 6.3)
Fig. 6.29. The histochemical picture in a
no-perfusion flap for 48 hours. The
stains in dermis and epidermis of flap was
weak. Few blue stains existed in the areas
between the hair follicles. The subcutaneous
muscle showed stronger staining, (x 6.3)
Fig. 6.30. The histochemical picture of
skin flap, perfused with 8$ Dextran+
Kreb's solution, for 48 hours. Strong
staining in the epidermis but irregular.
The Nitro-BT staining in the dermis was
weak. Only two cases had been checked under
microscopy around 48 hours, (x 6.3)
Fig. 6.31. The histochemical picture of
skin flap, perfused with 10% Diluted rat
Blood for 48 hours. The right side was
surrounding tissues. The left side was
skin flap. In arrow was a suture. The
Nitro-BT staining in the skin flap and
surrounding tissues were weak, Two cases
had been checked under microscopy around
48 hours, (x 6.3)
Fig. 6.32. The histochemical picture of
skin flap, perfused with 30$ Diluted rat
Blood for 48 hours. The Nitro-BT stain¬
ing was weak. Only one cases had been
checked under microscopy around 48 hours,
(x 6.3)
Fig. 6.33. The histochemical picture
of no-perfusion skin flap, for 72 hours.
The right side was surrounding
tissues. The left side was skin flap.
The Nitro-BT staining in the skin flap
and surrounding tissues were weak, (x 6.3)
the first 24 hours, and in the
examination showed the necrotic flap. These signs were caused by
the poor circulation. The cellular SDH decreased and became exh¬
austed. Few Nitro-BT staining deposited. After 48 hours, all of
the above were more obvious. The surrounding tissues and deeper-
tissues showed reddish edema in the gross appearance, and multi¬
ple 1ayers and crowding cells in the histo1ogy. The Nitro-BT
staining showed stronger, because i). the ceils were viable and
ii). regenerated.
While after 24 hours in the no-perfusion groups, its gross and
histological appearances showed little different from that
before. Nitro-BT stains was clear and stronger. After 48 hours,
the skin color appeared black, the histology showed necrotic. The
staining of Nitro-BT became weak, mainly in the epidermis and
dermis.
6.6. Observation of rat.
Shortly after anesthesia, the respiration of rat was stronger
and deeper. It became weaker in the prolonged surgical procedure.
During the perfusion, sometimes, additional dose of narcotic was
given for following reasons, i). the rat woke up, especially in
the group using 8% Dextran+ Kreb's solution, ii). to perform the
assessments, iii). The perfusion environment was cleaned, because
the leakage made the rat and warm plate dirty, iv). The position
of rat was changed in the regular interval, v). Recannulation.
Therefore the rat was easier to die. Roughly after 24 hours,
generally, the rat did not needed infusion no longer. The
respiratory and heart beats of rat became very weak, especially
in the group using hemoglobin (all the rat died within 48 hours).
The body temperature of rat became cold. While the warm plate
seemed to do not keep the rat free of cold during the persistent
anesthesia. Sometimes the peritoneal injection made mildly abdo¬
men edematous. Shortly after that, the rat died.
Unfortunately, the expected perfusion duration could not be
reached. Only 4 (420) cases were observed up to 72 hours. Many
cases (920) died within 24 hours (Table 6.9).
Table 6.9. Tiie of in vivo
observation. The skin flan was
During the perfusion, the'position of rat was turned and clean¬
ed up. Sometimes, the rat woke up and moved itself. The tubes
lost. Usually, it happened at night. The recannulation had to be
perfused up to different time,
because the rat died.
1= 1 piece of grafted skin fla
6XHb= 61 Hemoglobin+ Kreb's
solution























tried and became very difficult, because the vessels collapsed
and had a too short segment. After the recannulation, the outflow
was poor than before. In one case using the 30% blood, the arter¬
ial tube was obstructed.
6.7. Summary
25 pieces of skin flap in 5 groups were perfused with A kinds
of solution under a fixed perfusion rate. The expected duration
of perfusion would not be completed. Death of the rat was one of
important factors. The assessments seemed to be useful but sensi¬
tive (The finer differences between the different perfusion time
and solution could not be compared). The viabilities were poor.
6.7.1. Gross appearances All skin flap was earlier to change
its color, which differed obviously from the surrounding tissues.
After 24 hours of perfusion, the skin flap and surrounding
tissues showed mildly edematous and poor elasticity.
6.7.2. Outflows No venous returns and no drainage from suction
occurred at an early stage. The outflows mainly leaked from the
wound of skin flap. Because the perfusion solution did not be
drained out and measured totally (part entered the body), the
collected outflow did not be used to evaluate effectively the
tissue perfusion.
6.7.3. Histological examination After 24 hours of perfusion,
the skin flap became obviously necrotic. After 48 hours, the
necrosis became completely. The subcutaneous vessels was obstruc-
ted significantly.
• -i,.)
It was not possible to make the conclusion of which group was
better. The histologies among perfusion groups seemed to be no
significantly different, but which was poorer than that in the
no-perfusion flap.
6.7.A. Histochemical examination Absence of Nitro-BT staining
indicates necrosis. After 24 hours, the staining was weak. After
48 hours, no stain was shown (Table 6.10). The perfusion groups
could also not be quantitative compared by this method.
Table 6.10. Suiiary of Hitro-BT staining in all groups.
Result Spideriis Hair follicles Area between Subcutaneous




m: Stronger, Strong,+: Weaker,+-: Weak, Mo deposit.
Chapter 7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
7.1. Introduction
In this chapter, the discussion will be pivoted on possible
reasons attributing to the results. The improvements for further
research would also be discussed.
7.2. Circu1ation
Theoretically, the survival of any grafting tissue, depended
mainly on its sufficient blood supply and cellular preservation.
The vascular connection with or without microsurgery was the key
to maintain a persistent, active micro-circulation.
In this experiment, the extracorporeal system was just used to
support the skin flap after grafting. Any disturbance in the
circulation was considered as a consequence of the extracorporeal
circulation. The disturbances included increase of resistances in
circulation, higher perfusion pressure, internal and external
obstruction.
7.2.1. Resistances By definition, Resistance= pressure flow,
the vessel had a plasticity to the perfusion pressure. Circula¬
tion was determined both by the arterial pressure and by the
vascular resistance, which was known as the total peripheral
resistance. Perfusion failed in practice, partly because of the
early appearance of progressively vascular resistance. It
resulted in a poor flow.
The vascular diameter depended on its contraction or dilata¬
tion after perfusion. The mechanical obstruction from external
and internal causes also affected the diameter. With increasing o
obstruction, the diameter became narrow and the resistance
increased due to collapse and necrosis of surrounding tissues.
The venous return decreased and the circulation was poorer and
poorer.
.4. Bomzon and S. G. Naidu [21] considered that time was one of
more important factors in extracorporeal circulation. During the
prolonged preservation, the vessels became edematous and resist¬
ance increased. They found that the vascular reactivity deterio¬
rated within 60 minutes. Some materials, such as dextran or
erythrocytes could minimize the deleterious effects of time. The
successful reason of Belzer et al [33] was that the cryoprecipi-
tated plasma decreased the resistance.
In our in vitro studies, the venous outflow decreased with time
and completely stopped at 20 hours. In other words, the vascular
resistances increased with time. The vessels appeared collapse or
block. At 20 hours, the resistance reached the top.
7.2.2. Higher pressure The uncontrolled or controlled pressure
was discussed in the Chapter 2. The endothelium was damaged and
the skin flap became edematous. The swelling cells blocked off
the peripheral circulation, and prevented re-oxygenation [34].
In our in vitro study, the gravity pressure was used. Although
the blood cells were washed out by a higher perfusion pressure,
the endothelium might be damaged by the flushing.
7.2.3. External obstruction This happened after the grafting
and perfusion. They possibly included hematoma and edematous
tissuesj which had been discussed under other section. Technical
error could be a reason. No matter how experienced and skillful
the techniques were, errors could be made. E. Biemer [2] and W,
Diispiva considered that despite a perfect and careful anastomosis
, free transplantation still frequently underwent vascular throm¬
bosis. They listed rough handling techniques, crushing, over
dilation and kinking of vessels, as some of the common mistakes.
After canalization, the vessels were cleared of surrounding
tissues after careful dissection. The vascular diameter of the
artery feeding the skin flap was therefore easily affected by
external factors. In the in vitro study, during the first hour of
perfusion, little venous outflow appeared. When the position of
the skin flap was changed, the outflow often increased. In the in
vivo study, the vessel was often slightly kinked and compressed
after grafting. The venous return stopped within a short time.
Several cases even failed to have venous returning at all in
every group, at the first hours after perfusion (Table 7.1).
Table 7.1. No outflow in both in vitro and vivo studies
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7.2.A. Internal obstruction Another possibility was that the
microaggregates consisting of rnicrocrystals or microdots entered
the microvessels at tissue level by perfusion, especially with
the blood (Fig. 7.1 and 6.12). Although adequate perfusion might
remove thrombi from micro-circulation (Fig. 7.2), it was possible
that red blood cells aggregated during the procedure of prepara¬
tion, and produced obstructive thrombi. Surgical trauma and other
factors could facilitate the clotting mechanism, although an
anticoagulant might be used. Of course, concerning red cells in
the perfusate, the higher concentration of blood cells, the more
the possibility of aggregation. Micro-aggregates might be removed
by microfi1tration through millipore filter before perfusion [23
]. Although fresh blood could be stored and used without filtra¬
tion for up to 24 hours, during the experiment, blood aggregates
were found in the perfusion bottle and tubes. Obstruction
o c c u r r i n g i n t h e b 1 o o d p e r f u s 't e w a t h e r ef ore i n e v it able.
»' n 9
fig. 7.1. Tht histologic picture of
obstructed vessels, in the in vitro
perfusion with 6$ hemoglobin+ Kreb's
solution for 8 hours The subcutaneous
vessel was obstructed by a lot of
materials. Frozen section (x 100.55)
Fig. 7.2. The histologic picture of the
vacant subcutaneous vessels, in the in vitro
perfusion with 8% Dextran+ Kreb's
solution, for 10 hours. Frozen section.
Hematoxylin and eosin stains, (x 6.3)i
WBk? v.7 nSelH w
During operative ischemia, blood cells were lixed in tn= mcr
vessels and obstructed the circulation of peripheral tissue
especially affecting venous return. This change was described
especially affecting venous return. This change was described as
the `no-reflow phenomena`. Anoxia appeared in the areas distal to
the obstruction. The tissue cells necrosed and dissolved. Waste
products accumulated and nutrients became exhausted [33]. The
accumulation of breakdown products caused further obstruction,
despite re-establishment of flow in larger vessels.
Several cases stopped having outflow due to obvious aggregates,
in both the in vitro and in vivo studies (Table 7.1), especially
in the group using 30% blood. The histological sections showed
obstructed vessels in the groups.using blood and hemoglobin. Even
inflow stopped in some cases. The outflow appeared again when
flushed with saline. In contrast, the group using 8% Dextran+
Kreb's solution, the vessels were empty (Fig. 7.2). Most of
dislodged blood cells has been washed out by flushing.
7.2.5. Oxygenation When the local oxygen consumption was ex-
hausted, the tissues became necrotic. Theoretically, the blood
and hemoglobin could carry the dissolved oxygen. The 0 content
in the skin flap might be having lower values, because of prolon-
ged storage and poor circulation. Another reason might be due to
the decreasing oxygen tension in the perfusion solution with
time. Land and Blaustain [21] found that oxygenated salt solution
did not deliver enough oxygen to the tissues and. oxygen was
obviously losing with time.
7.3. The temperature
Temperature was a factor for the viability of tissue. Here, in
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both the in vitro and in vivo studies, the body temperature
adapted. The viability in some perfusion flaps seemed even poorer
than that of no-perfusion ones.
Many authors had observed the effects of normothermia and hypo-
thermia on tissue preservation (Table 7.2.). The effects of hypo-
thermia on preserving the viability of anoxic tissues was well
recognized and this was discussed in Chapter 2. T. if. Tsai [24]
considered that lack of hypothermic support might lead to
perfusion failure.
Although undoubtedly the ideal system to keep viability was
normothermic perfusion with blood under the normal circulatory
conditions, the tolerance of tissues and organs to normothermic
ischemia was very short [10,33]. Under normothermia, R. Y. Caine
[33] reported that red blood cells became hemolytic, platelet
adhered to the tube surface and proteins became denatured. The
damage to tissues was progressive.
Table 7.2. Comparison of viability under normothermia and hypothermia
---------------
unrmot rmia HypothermiaAnimal
7 hour6? hoursSkin of rat
711, hours1 yoursSkin flap of rabbit
Free skin flaps and
30 hoursamputated digit of human 6-9 hours
28-36 hours8- hoursIsland flap of gig
1. hourOsteocytes
7.4. Infection
This was a possible factor. Since the perfusion system was ex-
posed to air, microorganisms might grow in the solution. Although
the solution was prepared daily and stored in the cool room,
.




One of the important problems in the extracorporeal perfusion
was the damage of blood or the blood substitute during the stor-
age. When whole blood was preserved in anticoagulants and stored
at 4 C, there was an excess concentration of electrolytes and
metabolites, due to the degradation of the blood cells [19]. They
not only affected the local but also systematic perfusion. These
metabolites, for example, higher K concentration, were harmful
to the viability of tissues,
In the in vivo study, the blood and hemoglobin perfusates were
observed to leak from the wound and produced hematomata under the
skin flaps. Although this solution did not directly circulate in-
side the body, perfusate absorption of toxic inevitably occurred.
7.6. Conclusion
7.6.1). All the skin flaps became necrotic within 24 hours of
normothermia in the perfusion systems. The circulation in these
perfusion groups could not be maintained.
7.6.2). The osmotic pressures of the four types of perfusate
used were comparable and physiological. Although the venous
.outflows varied steadily and was totally undetectable, the oxygen
tension and velocity of perfusion flow were.obviously insuffici-
ent for maintenance of viability.
7.6.3). The routine histological examinations reflected the vi-CI
of tissues well. The Nitro-BT staining technique was
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effective in some instances but was not sufficiently constant to
warrant a routine application.
7.7. Suggestion to further researches
7.7.1. Sensitive parameters The lack of rapidly attainable sen-
sitive parameters to measure cellular damages during tissue
perfusion had markedly affected my experimental analysis. The
depletion of enzymes, irons and gross and ultrastructural changes
should have appeared before the gross evidence of failure, in the
perfusion models. These might included: i). The loss of potassium
ions ii). ATP and LDH changes which were sensitive to cellular
death [221 and iii). The difference of 0 tension between the
2
in-flowing and out-flowing solutions. When the 0 tension in out-
2
flow was obviously less than the inflow, the 0 could have been
2
consumed by the living tissues, if infection could be ruled out.
7.7.2. Controlled perfusion dynamic The flow pressure and flow
rate in the inferior epigastric vessels of the rat could be
measured and used as parameter for adjusting extracorporeal.
perfusion. During perfusion, the pressure of in-flow and out-flow
tubes could be separately-measured. Perfusion rate as a constant
volume _.of 2ml per minute might give better results [27].
7.7.3. Controlled infection In the in vitro study, a big chamb-
er would be set up to hold the whole perfusion system. An extern-
al device for anti-microorganism could be used. In the in vivo




7.7.4. Filter for solution Before the solution was used, it
could be filtered with a micro-filter. Cardiac surgeons had used
an 0.8-micro filter to filter off micro-particles that might
induce coronary spasm [19].
Using the four different types of perfusates in either in vitro
or in vivo models of transferred flap failed to demonstrate any
definite evidence of viability in the flap tissues. These obser-
vations are of value as they might supply indirect indication
that in the clinical. situation, using ordinary methods of perfu-
sion without special consideration for environmental control,
extracorporeal circulation would not be able to maintain the
viability of composite tissues. Further attempts, either on
experimental or clinical levels would require the additional
consideration of environmental control and other sophisticated
measures.
Appendix 1. FORMULA OF HISTOCHEMICAL METHOD
Staining with Nitro-BT for histochemical examination
M~~ a 1 1
Phosphate buffer (pH=7
S o dium s uc cinate
Nitro-B1ue Tetrzo1ium









3. 70, 85%, 95%, 100% Alcohol




Prnrprh! (l). 0.1 ml mixture was added to the slide
u
(2). Incubating at the temperature of 40 C for 20 min
(or until the blue deposit was found)
(3). Washing with fresh water
(4). Washing with alcohol from lower concentration to
higher one
(5). Washing with xyline
(6). Mount with histomount
Appendix 2. Classification of pilot study
Subgroup! According to when the biopsies










Grouu 1 Group 2i i
solated(free) Re-sutured back
Appendix 3. RECORDING FORM IN PILOT STUDIES
Date:
Re c ord ing t ab 1 e.
No.: Group:(i)(2) Subgroup:(l)(2)(3)(A)(5)(6)(7)(8)
l l l l l l l l l!
Weight of rat: Teiperature of room:
Which side of experiment:
Time of experiment:
Time of being record as zero:
Time of it being re-raised









Colour: Pale, Pale Reddish, Reddish, Brick Reddish, Black,
Grayish,
Other: Exudate, Firm, Drier, Bed smell,








Three points of biopsies were made.
Appendix A. Record of perfusion in vitro
Mo.: Weight of rat: Date:
Start time: End time: Which side:
Kind of solution: (i) IDextran+ Kreb's (2) 'ABlood (3) 6IHB+ Kreb's















Appearances of histologic pictures
4j_ Appearances of histochemical pictures
A.ppendii 5. Record of perfusion in vivo
No,: Height of rat: Date:
Start time: End tine: Which side:
Kind of solution: (1) iDextran+Kreb's (2) XBlood (3) 6IHB+ Kreb's
Condition of anesthesia: Vol, of solution perfused
1. Direct observation 2. Measurement of Perfusion
















3 Appearances of histologic pictures
Appearances of histocheiical pictures
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ABSTRACT
Although microsurgery had been used widely for many years in
tissue transplantations and re-plantations, the postoperative
complications could not be avoided completely. One of the most
serious complications was vascular hazards after anastomosis.
Intravascular tissue perfusion was one of the methods used to
decrease failure rates. Most cases were performed in vitro and
with acellular solutions, under hypothermia and within a short
period after harvesting the tissues. After the perfusion, anasto¬
mosis was performed. The effects were controversial. Some authors
found that hemodynamic improved after perfusion, specially in the
capillaries; others showed that perfusion was dangerous, as the
vascular endothelium was damaged by higher pressure.
What will the results be if the grafted tissue was nourished
with a blood substitute through an extra-corporal system in vivo,
under the normothermia? How long could the viability be kept? In
order to answer these questions, two perfusion studies were
performed.
Perfusion was performed in the inferior epigastric skin flap of
the rat, which was cannulated. In the in vitro study, 25 pieces
of flap were divided into 5 groups. And one group was not
cannulated to follow control group. In the In vivo study, 25
pieces of skin flaps were raised. All flaps were grafted back.
One group was not perfused and was considered a control group.
A kinds of solution were perfused: i). 8% Dextran+ Kreb's so-
lution; ii). 10% Diluted rat Blood; iii). 30% Diluted rat Blood;
and iv). 6% Hemoglobin+ Kreb's solution. The gross appearances,
weight of skin flap, perfusate outflow, histological and histo-
chemical examination were carried out and recorded.
Results showed that the effective circulation in the perfusion
models was poor. The weight changes in the skin flaps and outflow
using four different kinds of solution were showed significant
differences. With the time, all flaps became necrotic. Perfusion
groups seemed to have done worse than the no-perfusion groups. In
the in vivo study, the rats did not tolerate the narcotic and
severe trauma, and they died shortly after perfusion. The expect¬
ed. duration of skin flap survival after in vivo perfusion could
therefore not be achieved.


